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The following treatise is based on a study prepared by the 
author in the summer of 1971 at the request of the Commission 
of the European Communities. Section II of Part I of the orig-
inal version was revised in accordance with later law develop-
ment. Thanks is due to the Commission of the European Commun-
ities for releasing the treatise for publication. 
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Part 1 
=======~ 
I. 
,P.efinition of the subject of the study, 
~earch for a qommon te7!1!inolo~ 
The actual subject of this study, the professiona~ supply of temporary 
workers concerns the situation in economic life in which an enterpreneur who 
ma;y be a natural person, a company of persons or a legal entity concludes 
employment contracts with persons seekingY~~thout employing them himself. ~e 
sole purpose of the conclusion of these ccnt~acts is to oblige these workers, 
in accoroance with the instructions cf the employer-contracting party, to tak.e 
up emplo;vment in other enterprises for the performance of a specific piece of 
work or for a specific period, ~~g. as a replacement of workers who are sick 
or on holiday (so-called temporary work). After the completion of this work 
the worker must hold himself at the disposal of his employer for a fresh allo-
cation to other enterprises. From the legal point of view, this procedure re-
presents a loan of workers to other c.0ntract.ors, a so-called labor leasing 
relationship. Its ~ontractual bases are, in the first place, a work contract 
between the lender and the worker (so-called worker on loan) and, secondly, 
a relinquishing contract between the lender. a.nd him who borrows the services 
of the worker. By a special stipulation in the work contract, the worker on 
loan is obligated to comply with the tr9:!'lsfer order of the lender to the 
borrower. The rieht of transfer is the most important constituent of the 
lender's rnanag-ome11t right in his capa.city as employer of the worker on loan. 
In the Hnguistic usage of the Member States of the Europ~ Communities, the 
Dutch legal phrase het ter beschikkinc stellen van arbeidskra.chten corresponds 
to the German concept of loa.n work contract. The languages of the other Member 
States focus more directly on the temporary nature of such professional supply 
of tem!)omry ,·'orkers so tha.t the term "temporary work" ( travail temporaire, 
travail interimaire, lavoro t~mporanPo) h1>.s come into use replacing the ex-
pression "loan work." 
Al thou.f'h it is fa.irl;r ea.s;r to 1:mderste.Y:d thts system from the economic 
point of view, certain difficulties arise when it comes to fitting it into 
a. legal 1'1:"stem and doctrine. The".'e a.re variouE reasons for this: firstly, the 
terms of reference adopted to define the place which temporar:y work occupies 
in the legal system in relation to the emp] (';"71.e~t contract e.s such var;-..• greatly 
with 
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each Member State. Secondly, this raises weighty problems 
of distincuishing temporary work from other forms of the loan 
of manpower (louage de main-d'oeuvre, appalto di manodopera). 
'l'hi's ace.in leads to a varyin;: assessment of the admissibility 
of temporary work, and all these differing views finally 
r:;i ve :r:i s~ to completel:7 heteror:eneous dcfini tions. Any 
~ntern8tional investiration into ths problen must therefore 
assu:;1e that any kind of harinonisrtion po].icy in the Cor,mon 
Market will run into considerable difficulties with resard 
to tlle lec;al system, le[al doctrine "'nd terminolof;y. 
It thus appears all the more important, if the work of 
the Commission of the Europea.n Comr.mni ties is to be carried out 
successfully, to start by definins in an una~bicuous way the 
supran~tionel fe&tures of the concept of temporary \Jork, to 
ciistincuish the latter clearl:/ i'roL1 other forms of the loan of 
CTanpow8r anct tl1ereby fi~d a Co~munity solution rnekinc it possible 
to or:rive at a uniforr:i terri~.:noJ_or::r. These introductory rem:1rks 
ere intended to further this 8im on the basis of the existinc 
nrtional laws, al thouc:h notldnr:: is said as yet about the na1;u.re 
of the le~al relations between the temporary worker, the Rrency 
lendin[ his services an~ the enterprise to wl!ich he is lent. 
This 0uestion will be considered in Section II of ~art 1. 
1. Dj.f f erence between -~ei::1po_f'.9:_rv ~QJ:'k and fee-charGinr; er:plo:yment 
o: :crlcies (hurec1ux de . .rJoc.:w1ent n2yants, collocamento) 
There 0re ajfferences of orinion as to whether the 
professional supply of ·cc.;i:iporc:J:'~ \·;ork as oefineo. above cor,es 
within the meeninc: of fee-cbrr, inr ecployment asencies in 
. . 
. . 
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accordance with ILO Convention No. 96 on the prohibition · 
of private fee-charging employment agencies or within the 
meaning of the State monopoly in the procurement of employment 
which has been established by law in all Member States. In 
reply to an inquiry by the Swedish Government the International 
Labour 0ffice stated in 1965 that the professional supply of work-
ers for temporary work was also included in the definition of 
the private procurement of employoent which was prohibited 
unter ILO Convention No. 96. This was because whut ma.ttered 
was not the form of provision (sincle request for procurer'.).ent 
of employnent or creation of a labour relation between the 
ter:1por,2r:7 worker c:.nd the ec;ent hirinr::; him out) but solely 
the Ectusl nature of the activities of the eoployment acency 
or tcnpor~ry work afency~ ~bus the hirinc out of temporary 
workers wns also in fact the procurement of employment1 ). 
The lecol doctrine 2nd prrctice of the Member States 
of the :Eurore1:m Comnunities, however, h~ve not followeci tt.is 
principle of including temporary work in the more 6eneral 
concept of fee-charcinf ?rocurement of employment. They hold 
th~t there is en essentiPl difference between the two forcs, 
inrsmuch ss the lezal rel~ticns concerninc the procurecent 
of e1::plo:yment ere confinecl to a sinr;1 e instruction to the 
pri vrte ewployment oc;ent to eonnect t'l'1e offer of employment and 
requ.c:ut f.or emplo;yr1ent, wl,il8 the en1~loyment contract, 
indo~:-en~ently of this ne;~otietion procecmre, is concluded 
with the person who will vctu.Rlly he using the services of 
l)Cf. B .. O. LXIX No. 3, P• 409 et seq •. 
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the worker seekinB employment. When temporary workers were 
supplied the situation was exactly the contrary, since the 
worker entered into a relationship with the agent which 
entailed a lasting oblic;ation and thus closely resembled an 
employment contract, whereas the enterprise· which was actu2lly 
to use the services of tbe temporary worker remained outsia.e the 
relstions created by the employment contract. 
In the Federal Repu~lic of Germani this distinction 
between the conce};)t of rrocurer;:er.t of employment ana{that of 
temporary work was confirmed by the judgment awarded.by the 
Federal Constitutional Court on 4.4.672)• The Court based 
its decision on Article 12 of the Basic Law which cuarantees 
the free exercise of professions accordin[ to the Constitution 
end of which temporary work asencies may also avail thenselves. 
Federc1l 
For this reason the German/Cons~itutional Court declPred 
that Article 37, para 3 of the Act on the Employment of 
Menpower (AVAVG), wbicb included the supply of te~:1porary work 
in the State employoent monopoly, was unconstitutional and 
the=eiore repealed it. ~he aom?etent jurisdictions consideretl · 
that the intrinsic difference between the private procurement 
of employnent (forbidden) and the supplying of temporary 
workers (permitted) was that the latter should always be 
resarded as a fact·~f it appeared fro~ the circumstances of 
the ~ndividual case that the temporary worker had entered 
into an employment contract reletionship with the temporary 
work agency exclusively and that no employment contract had 
been concluded between the temporary worker and the enterprise 
2) Cf. Bundesverfassun~ssericht (lederal Constitutional Court) 
21, 26'1 
. . 
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usinc his services3). In German legal doctrine the intrinsic 
difference between the procurement of employment and the 
professional sµpplying of temporary workers also lies in the 
establishment of a labour relation between the temporary worker 
and the agency hiring him out, whereas in the case of the 
simple procurement of employment it is a. question of one 
sinsle request for such procuremcnt4 ). 
In France too the intrinsic difference between the 
procurenent of employment and temporary work (travail temporaire) 
resides in the fact that in the first case the contractucl 
relations corn~ to an end with a single request for procurement 
of employment, whereas in the case of temporary work a 
permanent legal relationship exists whereby the temporary 
worker is placed under the authority of the temporary work 
c1,~ency. This view was already adopted by the French Govern!i'.lent 
v::i_t1.1 recvrd to the interpretation of ILO Convention No. 965). 
3) Cf. Bundesgerichtshof (Federal Court) of 10.12 •. 68, Betriebs-
Berater 1969 p. 228; Eundessozielsericht (Federal S0cia1·court) 
of 29.7.70, Betriebs-Berater 1970, p. 1011, 1398; Bavarian 
0'.)erlondesc;eri c1:.t (Supreme La.nd Court) of 22.12. 70, Neue 
Jur. Wochenschrift 1971, P• 528 et seq. 
4)Cf ~ikisch, p. 244 et scq; ,.._,. , L,UeCK P• 522, 526 
,. "\ ))er. R6s. rapp. rat. l9bb, p. 19G 
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d · · . F h 1 1 . t. - 6 ) It is expresse in varyinr; ways 1n renc ega wri ings ., 
Although in Italy any form of private procurement of 
eoploy@ent and loaninc of workers is forDidden by law7), 
Italian legal doctrine ha.s nevertheless mmie a thorough analysis 
of the lecel differences between the procurement of employment 
ano. temporary work. he~e again the sa~e distinction is made: 
the procurement of employment is confined to one single 
operation by the agency responsible, with whom the worker is 
not l.)oun<i by any labour rele.tionship; in t::c case of teuporary 
work, however, the temporary work c1c;ency assumes the functions 
of an e~ployer towards the temporary worker, so that there 
exist between the two perties relctions sioilor to ttose 
r' 
o) Gf. Carnerlynck n.196; Gnrwr1ynck-Lyon-Caen p. 102, 
1.;'ootnot e 1; Hi v0ro-C_<?_'!Rtie;r;:_ p. 335; Brun-Gal1ond, Bilan 
de c:.i:x: armees, r,. 38 et seq; l?laise p. 315 ( edoptinc'; tlle 
svne attitude as Gorcan jurisdiction, this work exa~ines, 
on tLe 'ucs:i.s of C:Lf.1. erent ir,<iividual exar:1ples, the question 
as to whet~or the temporary worker is really bound to the 
tc:;1porary work 2r;cncz, ;:)/ relc tions similar to those creclted 
by an eraployment contract). 
7) As regards the banninc of the priva.te provision of enployrrent 
see Act Ho. 264 of 29.4.LJ-9; D:::3 re;_;ards the loaninc of workers 
in any form see Act ro. 1369 of 23.10.60 and Decree of 
the President of the Rep~blic No. 1192 of 22.11.61. 
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created by an employment contract8 )._ 
In the BEN1"'LUX countries th·e differences between the 
private procurement of employ~ent and the supply of temporary 
workers have so far been little mentioned in legal literature9). 
It is, however, clear froD the replies of the competent 
Ministries to the questionnaire of tte Manpower Directorate 
of' the .iuropesn Co!:lr:rnni ties that these countries recocnise 
the sane criteria of distinction as do the other Member StateslO)n 
From the lessl point of view, therefore, there are 
no points of contact eetween the concept of the procur~ment 
of employment and that of the professional supply of temporary 
workers, as the nature of the legal relations between the 
parties concerned differs considerably in both cases. To 
be realistic, however, one cannot dismiss the possiDility of 
an abuse of the syste;n of terJporar~r work whereby an illicit 
procurenent of emplo:p1ent is [:c.tually effected which would 
lecve the worker sociells unprotected because he would have 
no real employer. The dan[ers of such an abuse were 
particulBrly stressed in the replies of Belcium end Luxembourg 
to the questionnaire. 
S)Cf Mazzoni, p. 136; Menr:;oni-Tre1!, p. 246 et seq; c.f. also 
Cassazione of 1. 12.58, Giustizia Penale 1959 II, P• 826 
with footnote by Smurnf·lie. 
0) 
.1 Cf. only Horion, p. 200,248 
lO)Cf. Doc. V /3B6/71 (Netherlands), V/387/71 (Belgium and 
Luxembourc; 
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2. Difference between tenporary work and the loan of manpower 
per se (pret de nain-d'oeuvre, prestito del lavor~tore) 
The loan. of nen-power ulso c.iffers from the professional 
supplj of tempora£y vorkers. It snould be borne in mind that 
the essential criterion for clcfj T!j_n~·; a te: :r,orer~, 1:rnrk contract 
is that the temporary worker is not occupied in the enterprise 
of his employer, i.e. the temporary work acency, but that 
his main duty accordins to his eillployment contract is to carr~ 
out his work, in compliance with the instructions of ~is 
employer, in other enterprises to which he is assigned. The 
true loan of manpower, on the contrary, is characterised by 
the fact that the worker is inte~rated into the enterprise 
of his employer and works there resularly. In a more or less 
exce:r,tionnl way, hov;evcr, the ',,1orker, while remaining subject 
to Lis :s:reviously concJ. uJeC::. enployment contract, may be 
seconded to other enterprises in order to work there tenporarily 
ecccrdin 0 to the instructions issued by the heads of those 
enterprises. 
Nikisch (p. 241,244) and Eorion11) have rightly pointed 
out ttat the content of the contract is the essential criterion. 
In the c&se of t~mporcry work the worker undertakes frora the 
outset to work in other enterprises assie;ned to him. 
cc se of e true loen of r:anpower, however, the worker has e. 
contrcctu&l obli;rtion towards his own employer only. If 
t'te letter ·,;.ishes to 1cnu hir:3 workers to other enterprises, 
ll)Tbe employment contr~ct according to the laws of Member 
States of the ECSC (Collection of labour law, published 
P• 248 - 2L~9 
.. 
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this requires an amendment of the employment contract, and 
hence also the consent of the worker in question. The true 
This loan of manpower also has a different economic purpose~ 
purpose is not intrinsically directed towards meetins the 
needs of the labour m2rket, but serves primarily to meet the 
:usiness needs of enterprises whic~1 have formed a collaborc1.tion. 
They may require, for instance, the terapor&ry performance of 
particular tasks callin~ for special technical qualifications, 
for which it would not be worth while recrui~ing extra staff, 
tbe exchange of experiences, mutual ibformation and instruction 
between friendly enterprises, the supervision of sutsidiories 
by employees of the parent compony.12) The worker seconded 
under the true loan of manpower system is fa~ better protected 
by tbe labour law then is the teMporery worker, for he can 
at nny time claim his full richts arisins from the employment 
contr8ct vis-~-vis the employer w~o has seconded hie, even 
efter the end of the secondment. Unlike the temporary worker, 
therefore, he does not have to wait until his employer assicns 
hiE to enotber enterprise. In the case of a true loan of 
manpower, therefore, the continuity of employment inherent_ 
in the lDbou_r relationship is absclutel;y guaranteed. 
It is for this reeson tl1a.t the laws of the Member St,i.tes 
consider that leGally speakinr the true loan of manpower is 
simply a modified fern of the eDployment contract, for while 
certein peculiarities unioubtecily exist due to the division 
1 c)Cf .,_,-o =-xa1··1Dle 0 o-.' .L, , 
• l.J .1..l t;_: . ! .._ 1::> -'- l., l.J.1,...; neeus of enterprises ~uoted by 
Bobrowski-Gaul, p. 102. 
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of the worker's contractual rights and oblications between 
the lender on the one band a.nd the enterprise to which he is 
lent on the other, it is nevertheless a fact that this system 
does not contain the many legal problems inherent in temporary 
work. This view predominates especially in the jurisprudence 
end lecaJ doctrine of the li'ederGl Re~blic of Gernen;z, li'rPnce 
c.} in_. i:S:Ji.J.ur1, where, morsover, the loan of manpower is not 
ebsolut8ly forbidden by law13). 
In Italy the incorporation of the loen of mahpower per se 
into the lecal syste:c.1 raises sor:1ewhat greater difficulties 
owing to the total prohibition on the lending of workers 
imposed in Act No. 1369 of 23.10.60. The true loan of 
~anpower system, however, is known in that country too. It 
is even recorded as peroissible under two conditions: the 
first is thet it results from a specific employment contract 
betuGen the lender ind ti1e enterprise to which the worker is 
t,J lJe lent - a fact whic~1 in·t. 5 of Act No. 1.369 ex:-:,ressly 
re:'E:ccis cs consti tutinr; an exer;1ption from the prohi.)i tion on 
tJ-, e lo2n of men now er. ,. T~e second is that the seconded worker, 
on co:ni)letion of tlle v1or·k f(lr which he was lent, r::icy clr:i':1. the 
ri. :1t to continue to 1.10 emplo;y,eci in the enterprise which 
seco".'ldeci. bin. In tl1is letter cese, the Itc1lian lE·F al 
l3) Cf. for tbc J?ee.eral Jtepublic of Germany:. Nikisch, p. 241 
et seq.; Lueck, p •. 521 et seq.; Schnorr von Ccrolsfeld 
I'• 24-; Bo·crowsk~-J._p.vl, p. 102 et seq.; Eonjau, p. 528 et 
soq.; ~r-~c;::;clr21212 op. ci t.; for :B'rFnce: Lyon-Ceen, p. 230; 
Iiclenne~-J-uttard, p. 303; for Belrium: llorion 2 :·:ientioned 
ii:. :ti'ootnote 11. 
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doctrine considers that the ad~issibility of the secondment 
can be deduced from a restrictive interpretation based on the 
ratio legis: it holds that A~t Noe 1369 only atrns to remove 
the professional disadvantates of lending manpower, t~t does 
not intend to prevent the mere second~ent of workers 10 other 
enterprises within the framework of valid employment :::.ontracts14). 
3. Difference between temporary work end sub-contracting 
( sous-entrenrise, sub appal tQ). e.ncl the le.hour middlerrnn 
(narchandar;e) 
Althouch there are various differences in the lecal 
status of sub-contractors end labour middlenen, they nay be 
excnined jointly when it co~es to distinguishin3 them 
s~·~ t(;ntE;ticelly fron tsmporary work, because they present 
the sone characteristics from this point of view. In fa_ct, 
French and Italian law treat these two phenomena identically l5), 
whereas the German law considers that only the labour middler.rn.n 
cones under the labour law, and the various lee;al problems 
14)Cf. Giorgio Branca, Ln prestezioni di lavoro in societ~ 
collecate, 1965, p. 60 et seq., 104 et seq.; Merwoni-Treu, 
l5)For France er. Art. 30 (b), Book I of the Code du travail 
(Le~our Code); for Itsly cf. the definitions given by 
Men~oni-Treu, p. 246 et seq. concerninG Act No. 1369. 
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arising from the status of the su~-contractor come more 
especia.lly under conmercial and civil law16). Both the 
sub-contractor and the labour middleman undertake by a work 
or service contract concluded with another enterprise to 
carry out work or other services for this enterprise with tne 
help of their own workers17). The sub-contractor is usually 
obliced to supply materials, machines and personnel while the 
l ::.:;:,ou:c H,iddleman is usually only expected to supply the 
personnel. There is here an obvious difference from temporary 
work. In the case of both the sub-contractor and the labour 
middleman there is legally no assi5nment and incorporation 
of the worker~ of the ~emporary work agency in the enterprise 
to which the workers are lent. The workers concerned remain 
exclusively employed in the enterprise of the sub-contractor or 
are only required to carry out work for the labour middleman •. 
Their work relations are not divided into a basic relationship 
with the temporary work agency by virtue of the labour law and 
a subordination to the authority of the enterprise to which 
they are assir,ned, as is the case with temporary workers. 
T:1e principal enterprise benefits only from the ~x:e:r:a:tt total 
economic services of the sub-contractor or labour middleman, 
but there is no hj_ring out of individual workers. 
This difference is frequently pointed out in the 
leGal writinrs of Member States. It is also often observed 
that de let;e lata as ~e leve ferenda the te1:1porary work or;ency 
lo) Cf. Nikisch, p. 232 et seq. ; iiueck, p. 799 et seq. 
l7)Cf. the clossical definition in tl1e judgment of the French 
Gour de cessation, Chhmbre Sociale, on 26.5.61, D. 1961, 
3o":.96 
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should be assessed from a different le~al point of view 
from the sub-contractor or labour middleman18). 
4. piffere~ce between temporary work and representation 
(mandat, mandato, rappresentanza) 
It goes without sayinb that if a person is authorised 
by a worker to conclude an ernploynent contract on his behalf 
tt1is person is not en enplo;yer, an e:nplcy::nent PEent nor a 
hire~ out of nanpower. What is involved here is merely a 
representation of the ~orke~'s d~sire to effect e lecal 
transcctio:n with 1;; cenuine employer. The e:,1ployment 
contrcct itself is concludGd directly between thE represented 
1
.r:-e rer)resentetive do0s not cct cs 
en 0: .. ,Jlo;yrr:ent et ·ent sirce his function is not to connect off 8rs 
of e2~loyment and rcqueGts for ewploy:~ent, but solely to 
cor:cludc individual er.::-:lloJ·1-:::nt ccnt.cocts - usuell;_y on tl1e 
L~stn.,ctions et trje wor:rnr rerr-esented.. N'either is he a 
]ender or teLlporary work 2:encJ, since be is not party to the 
contr:ct cclicluded with tLe worker. This situation arises 
p2rticulerly in BeJ.~iu~, w11ere by virtue of Art. 10 of the Act 
of 31.3.1898 on "Unions professionnelles" the tra~e unions 
are auttorised to conclude employment contracts on behalf o~ 
H?)Cf. ca,"Grpck, p. 9L~ (1\0.52), 96 (No. 54); Lyon-Caen 
p. 229 (No.211); Ce;:1er·lynck-J;iyon-Caen, p. 102 Footnote l; 
Brun-Gt>lland, Bilan de dix Emn~es, p. 38 et seq.; Rivero-
S&vetier, p. 288 et sec_i, 3.35; Nikisch, p. 244 et seq.; Tiueck, 
p. 522; Viezz9ni, P• 135 et seo .• ; Menp;oni-Treu, p. 246 et seq. 
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their members. In so doinc the trade unions are neither 
employment acencies nor lenders of manpowerl9). 
Nevertheless, this legal phenomenon of tbe represent~tion 
of' workers is not wi thont :=d.r;:r:iificrmce for the problem of 
t k ,. .B, J • 20 )' d .If • 21 ) h 1 ., 8L!porary wor • .tt.S _.:..§2.~ e.n bazzoni . ave a rescly 
rif ,htly pointed: out, the dan?;er exists that this representation 
moy be fraudulently used to evade the lecal bans on 
employoent acencies or the loan of manpower. This is the 
case when one or more heeds of enterprises authorise te~porery 
worK acencies to conclude employment contracts on their 
teh0lf with persons seekin~ employment. While theoreticrlly 
will 
tl~is implies a mere representetion of the :i:e:s:ix:e of the 
heats of enterprises to effect a lecal transaction, in f&ct 
this aay conceal en ect of pro~uranent of employcent or 
locn of manpower. It2Jian jurisprudence bas declcred as 
null and void 8DY such cuthorisstions given witb the intentior 
;o'I 
-'-ncr. fiorion, P• 248-249 
20) P. 315-316 
21 )p. 135-136 
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of evadins the law22). 
5. Difference be~ween temporary work and a Societe de 
r;estion d_u personnel (staff manEJr;ement comp~ny) 
While Fran~ is the only country e.t present in which 
ttese cospanies play a iairlJ icportcnt role, it is tote 
presumed that in view of t~eir vclue to business enterprises 
t~ey will constitute a model also in the future when 
internetional combines come to be established. The;y 2re 
the outcome of the initiative of enterprises beloncin: to a 
corabine or ·c;roup of enterprises in the same production 
sector who no lenser entese their workers themselves Gut 
create e· coopeny to be responsible for concludin1-: eri'ploynent 
contracts. This company the~ allocates to tbe various 
enterr')rises the workers they need 23). Al thouc;h there 
is in such cases a supplying or lending of workers, the 
... ,... '. 
C..L) Cf. hacistrature 6el lavoro Hilano of 1s.3.32 and 
3.11.33, Fero della Lom:rn.rdie 1933 I, p. 440 rmd 1935 
I, p. 325, Messina of 26.5.33, Fore iteliano 1934 I; 
p. 190; cf. also Loschiavo, Mediatorato e mendato nella 
discipline ~ell~ dornanda ed offerte di levoro, Foro 
dello Lomb8rdia 1935 I, P• 165. 
23)cf c~~erl~~ck ~ 0 4 
• ~.lu ,/ l,.1. ' ~· • _/ 
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the staff management companies are not comparable to 
tern9orary work acencies. As the French Gour de cassotion24) 
bes already stipulated, these companies do not have tbe 
same effects on the labour market as do temporary work 
Efencies. They confine themselves rather to the conclusion 
of euployn:ent con·craa,ts on behc1lf of e specific croup of 
enterprises of a similvr neture with which they are connected, 
wit~ tbe aim of distritutin5 the workers es rationcll~ as 
po~sible smonr the vzrio~s e~~8r~rises of the croup cancer~~~- · 
In this respect their role is simils.r to thr,t of a 
2c-.' plenipotentiary ~1 • Naturel!y, this for~ula of the 
future miKht form the subject of a ComRunity regulation. 
Conclusion 
Tte economic process of providin; manpower can take 
lega.l 
S8veral o.ifferent/forms. Lcavin0 aside the representation of 
ttc.worker for the conclusion of en employment contrect, as 
-
ti0is does not le:cll;7 constitute a provision of labour 
(unless it is used fraudulently), a. distinction may be 
made systematically between the two following cases: 
a). An enployer i;:akes Pv,;il8ble to a third enterprise 
Llercly the economic effects of the services perforsed by 
his workers wit~lout this resultin~ in eny personel chEnce in 
tto erc1plo;ycr/worker relationship. This is the fornula 
~ L ' 
c.:: ~) C' le •cl 1 h r r.. ,·, o c; ~ 1 e (_~ f LC ••. , ,., f.) ..,_e,C_ >_ 13.12.S2, J.C.F. 1963 IV 6. 
,- r ' 
c.:;,; "f 
v • '' ] " 0 ,-, ~· , ... -, .. , ] ·, · ·, C ·· C.>. _ .._; . Ve,.'·~~ l._-J.i..!_;. i\., 
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adopted by the sub-contractor and the labour middlenin. As 
the relations remain the same in respect of the labour law, 
no exceptional situation arises with regard to the noroal 
e~ploynent contrnct, apart from a few chances in respect of 
liB:)ili ty. '.i:he ;·eneral rules governine; lee_;al conflicts 
\vi th re{ Brt. to lc.1bour lFw are also applicable in the case of' 
tbe sub-contractor 2nJ la~our nidfle~an et the international 
level. 
1e~son8l labour force rt t~e CiH~osal of a third Enterprise. 
ThG clrnrecteristics of t'·li2 ,·roup c~n be placed under the 
In this c2se there is 
ol~a;s a chenre in the e~ployer/worker relationship. If t:rn 
lorned worker remains intecreted in the lender's enterprise, 
EL~ is arein employed in that enterprise when his secondLlent 
enCs (loan of ~arpower ner se), however, or if it is merely 
a ouestion of centrslisinf the conclusion of contrEcts for 
2 specific croup of enterprises with a view to obtPinin~ the 
~ost ratioTisl 6istribution of the labour force within that 
~roup, then t~e sacirl situotion of the worker can ~e 
reculated by the general provisions of the labour law. 
On the other hand, problems arise in cases where 
an employer concludes employment contracts with persons 
seeking work without employinc them himself, and without even 
beinc able to employ then because he bes no enterprise of 
his own, but proposes to lend them to other enterprises 
either peruanently or teLlporarily. In this case the 
enploycr/worker relitior..sl·tiT) cor:1prises both a relc:tion, 
cre,stin:~ a lcccl o:1li(·r,·~:Lon, ,.·itL tbe lender who ectuel.ly per-
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forms no real employer functions, and a practical 
rele:tion of su:,iord.inrtion to the third enterprise which, 
while verformi~r the functions of an employer,is not 2 party 
to t:1e contract. '111:.is clue_li ty is so typical thc.t it 
cr~8tes difficulties in applyinc the le~al reculetions 
of the lsbour lew enc 2ppe2rs to threaten the social 
nrotection of the ~orker. This ce se forrrn t;:ie crux of 
tLe r,r<?:-~ent stv.dy, thou:)1 it wilJ. not olways ;rn pos0i>,le 
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II. 
The legal situation in the Iv1ember States 
The classification of legal possibilities for relinquishing 
workers to other enterprises given in Section 1 indicates 
that specific social and legal problems arise only in the 
case of professional supply of temporary workers in the re-
stricted sense, that is in cases in which the contracting 
partner representing the employer is not at the same time 
the person in whose enterprise the worker is actually em-
ployed. Only this phenomenon is considered problematic in 
the legal systems of the Member States; only this will occupy 
us in the following discussion. 
1. Social and juridic antinomies of the professional supply 
of temporary workers 
The essential breaking in two of the contracting partnership 
and incorporation of the temporary worker into another enter-
prise not belonging to the employer represents a non-typical 
situation of labor legislation whose legal integration pre-
sents difficulties and hence leads to a number of antinomies. 
a) From thekconomic point of view, the professional supply 
of tempora)y workers fulfils an important cyclical function 
on the labor market since only by its means, in the first 
place, do those who seek work because they cannot or will 
not accept permanent employment for some reason become avail-
to the labor market 
able/and, secondly, is the need of enterprises for temporary 
workers met26). 
26) Cf. in this connection the detailed statements in Troc-
let-Vogel-l'olsky, p. 36 et seq.; Berthelot, p. 465~ 
seq.; Taquet, p. 435 et seq. 
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From the legal point of view, the activity of these temporary 
work agencies is based on the right to exercise a profession 
and the right of establishment, which are guaranteed in all 
the fuember States, so that a general prohibition would Le 
illegal and, for this reason, could not come into cons~~~ra-
tion27). 
On the other hand, there is no escaping the fact that the 
professional supply of temporary workers actually represents 
a type of private employment mediation. Hence, these tempo-
rary work agencies must be prevented from engaging in the 
illegal activity of employment agencies internationally.pro-
hibited by the ILO Agreement No. 96 (cf. Section I, para l 
above). The hlember States are attempting to resolve this an-
tinomy in their legal systems by making the admissibility of 
the temporary work agencies depend on their willingness to 
assume toward the temporary workers they supply all the obli-
gations which the labor law imposes on employers. The tem-
porary work agency's willingness to accept the liabilities 
of an employer thus becomes the criterion for permitting the 
professional supply of temporary workers and distinguishing 
it from unpermitted job mediation. In any case, the company 
to which the temporary workers are assigned may not act as 
an employer. It does not require much intelligence to realize 
that what is in question is a pragmatic means of bridging 
the antinomy between actual necessity and the legal system28). 
b) Connected with the above is a second antinomy. The question 
is whether a contract which merely empowers the temporary 
27) It is particularly on the fundamental right of the free 
exercise of a profession that the German Federal Consti-
tutional Court based its judgment of 4.4.67 (BVerfGE 21, 
261), to the effect that temporary work agnecies were 
permissible and that their prohibition was unconstitu-
tional. For France cf. in this connection Camerlynck, 
p. 95. 
28) Cf. the highly critical Kindereit, p. 208 et seq. 
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work agency to relinquish the worker to other contractors but, 
at the same time, obligates the worker to comply with the 
assignment to another contractor can at all be said to have 
the systematic qualification of a work contract. In any case, 
it lacks the essential element of immediacy, the worker's ob-
ligation to work for his contracting partner. Hence, in some 
Member States it is sometimes considered doubtful whether the 
the temporary work contract is a work contract in the legal 
sense at all. Up until the decision by the highest court cited 
in footnote 3 jurisprudence in the Federal German Republic 
in part interpreted the temporary work contract as a separ-
ate job procurement contract which is followed by a work con-
tract between the new contracting company and the temporary 
worker when the latter begins work there29). Belgian juris-
pr~dcnce and court practice, in particular, tends to subsume 
professional supply of temporary workers under civil types 
of contract outside of labor laws. Especially if the worker's 
subjection to direction by the "lender" is relatively free 
(e.g. in case of office work, tour guides), depending on the 
circumstances in single cases, the law frequently accepts free 
service contracts or partnership contracts between the ''lend-
er" and his workers or a work-performance contract between 
the worker and the "borrower", which the "lender" concludes 
with the "borrower" on the basis of assumed authority30). 
29) Cf. Hueck, p. 522; Trieschmann, under SectionIII, para 2. 
30) Cf. Troclet-Vo&~l.-PolskY-, p. 151 et seq.; Cour de cassa-
tion of 26.11.1964, JT 1965, p. 191; of 13.6.1968, cited 
in Troclet-Vogel-Polsky, p. 253; Cour d'appel Bruxelles 
of 14.6.1960, Ree. Gen. No. 20288; Tribunal de premiere 
instance de Bruxelles of 7.5.1958, Ree. Gen. No. 20044; 
on the other hand, acceptance of a temporary work con-
tract on the basis of unequivocal submission of the 
worker to the temporary work agency according to the de-
cisions of Cour de cassation of 7.1.1965, R.D.S. 1965, 
p. 60, and of 6.6.1968, cited in Troclet-Vogel-Polsky, 
p. 252; in criticism of this jurisdiction Taguet, p. 
440 et seq. Concerning social security, the Act of 
27.8.1969 has provided clarity in th~ sense of obligation 
of insurance. 
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This range of variation in the legal system intensifies the 
problem as to what legal rights and guarantees of social sec-
urity accrue to the temporary worker in the interval between 
two jobs, in particular concerning how he can realize his 
right to resume work, what wage qualifications he has in the 
interval, and how his qualifying period and right to dr~w 
social security benefits are safeguarded. These questions can-
not be se.tisfactorily answered by the conventional means of 
legal provisions found in labor laws and social security reg-
ulations and, in the final analysi~ lead to the question 
whether the temporary work contract has the character of a 
contract for an indefinite period or that of a series of 
contracts for a specified period. Thus, in accordance with 
Art. 20 and 21,· Book I, of the Code de travail, the French 
Cour de cassation--Chamber sociale--in its decision of 
11.2.197031) is inclined to regard temporary work as a work 
relationship for an unspecified period in as far as conclu-
sion of the assignment is not fixed at the outset and de-
pends on the will of the employer or the enterprise to whom 
the worker is lent32 ). Nevertheless, in its judgment of 
ll.2.1Y7133), the same Chambre sociale does not hesitate 
to d0ny the temporary worker the claim to remuneration for 
the time between work assignments if payment for this period 
has not been expressly agreed on. 
c) A third antinomy arises from the peculiar nature of tem-
porary work that results in a division between the worker's 
obligations based on the existing contract with the temporary 
work agency and his extra-contractual relationship of obedi-
ence to the new enterprise. In this way the individual re-
sponsibilities and rights inherent in the work contract are 
31) J.C.P. 1970 II 16371 with footnote by Savatier. 
32) Cf. in this connection Catala-Franjou, p. 270 et seq.; 
critically Berthelot, p. 471 et seq •.. 
33) Ree. Dalloz Chronique 1971, p. 233. 
.. 
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torn apart, which results in the following social problems: 
As the temporary worker has no contractual ties with the enterprise to which 
he is lent, he cannot enjoy the social benefits granted to the permanent 
workers of that enterprise. 
For the same reason the temporary worker cannot enjoy the working conditions 
which are prescribed in collective agreements for the enterprise to which he 
is lent. As, moreover,, the temporary work agency acting as employer is nor-
mally not bound by any collective agreement, the temporary worker must remain 
content with the working conditions which the temporary work agency grants 
him on. a free contractual basis. This implies e., departure - highly questionable 
fr0m the so~ial point of view - from the principle of protection laid down in the 
labour law end a return to the notorious "laisser faire, laisser aller'' system 
of formal contractual freedom. It gives the temporary work agency an unwarranted 
power over the temporary worker, who is economically speaking more vulnerable than 
other workers 34 ). 
Tempora.ry workers are seriously hindered in the exercise of their trade union 
rights and the defence of their collective interests. They have practically 
no representation in the enterprise to which they are lent and which exercises 
authori t~T over them. It is also owing to the individual nature of their con-
tracts that they are largely deprived of their trade union rights. They ma? 
even be assiP,:ned to enterprises of customers of temporary work agencies in 
order to break up or limit the effectiveness of strikes instigated by trade 
unions and are obliged to accept this assignment because of their contractual 
obligations. In this respect the temporary work contracts, in their present · 
34) Collective agreements have only been concluded, though with varying 
success, for the bi~gest temporary work agencies. Thus in Bel~ium 
there is the collective agreement between Gregg Associates - alias 
Maripower Belgique - and the three large trade unions, C.S.C., F.G.T.B., 
and C.G.S.L.B. of 9.3.1971; in the Fed.eJ'.'._al Gerr~ Re,Eublic by the in-
dustry-wide wages agreement between the Association of Temporary Work 
At?ericies and the German Emplo:yeeR' T:rade Union of 30.6.1970 and a cor-
resnonding scale of salaries a{"reement of 2.10.1970; in £El~ by agree-
rnentR between the C.G.T. and the societe Manpower-France of 9.10.1969, 
between the C.G.T. and SOGEP on 4.7.1970 as well as between the C.F.D.T. 
and Central Interim on 4.12.1970. In France there are additional tempo-,. 
rar~r work dauses in individual collective contracts ( cf. survey bv CBtala-
frA.~~~U., p. 267 et seq.). Althou~h the guaranteeing of working ~ondiiions -
for t.empora.ry workers by collect:i ve agreement is making headways, the 
provisions still appear inadequate because they are either limited to 
bare skeJeton stipulations or comprise onl:v a restricted number of 
t;vt'i~al voc?.tionfl (e.(!'. office work) out of the actual number of tem-
norar;r workeri:. Cf. details in this connection in kt'thelot, p. 479 et seq. 
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form, may lead to a serious disruption of the prevailing social and 
economic system 35 )_ 
The legal theory that only the temporary work agenoy performs the 
functions of an employer and is the sole party responsible for ful-
filJ.ing the terms of the contract contains ultimately the danger that 
the temporary worker cannot exercise the rights granted him by the 
labour law. As the temporary work agencies can operate with fairly 
simple equipment and staff resources, they often lack the necessary 
organisation and finance for performing the tasks_ imposed on them by 
the labour law and social security regulations. The temporary worker 
is thus in fact denied any social protection, as in the present legal 
situation he cannot demand 'this protection from the enterprise using 
his services 36 ). 
35) Cf. the following extract, quoted in the original text, from a 
ternpnrar? work regulation published by the Confederation fran9aise 
democraticrue du Travail i11 its newssheet "action professionnelle 
et sociale - Dossier travail temporaire, travail interimaire": 
"Les mouvements de greve sont le privilege du personnel stable 
d'une entreprise. 11 est done expresseme~t interdit au per-
sonnel interimaire, dont les statute dependent exclusivement 
de droits et obligations bien a part, de o'approprier un tel 
privilege ;n It seems clear that this amounts to a serious 
violation of the basic right to trade union action guaranteed 
in all Member States of the European Communities. 
36) In the Federal Republic of Germany the view generally held up 
to the time of the judgment issued by the Federal Constjtutional 
Court on 4.4.67 was that the working relations of the temporary 
worker - who at that time still ranked as a loaned worker, though 
not in the true sense - were split in two: i.e. the temporary work 
agency and the enterprise using his services were both equally 
responsible for granting the temporary worker his rights as '}.<, 
prescribed by the labour law, and that this worker should enj~ 
all the •.10rking 00:ndi t5 o~s prew.iling in the f'nterririse usinf! 
his services in compliance with the collective agreements. 
Cf • .Ei!:i!'S:.~ p. 244 et seq.; g~~.£t p. 522; Trieschman~ under 
Section III, para 2. Since 1967 (see footnote 3 above) Gennan 
legal jur:i_sprudence, basine itself exclusively on a formal legal 
argl'ment, ha.s abolished this ce.refv.lly th~mght out means of pro-
vidi.Tlf': social protection for the ter.ip0rary worker. This atti-
tude h~s been strongly criticised by those responsible for legal 
doctrine. Cf. the critical works of §..e~i!.£!:, Mon.jau and~~· 
Less vehement are~~ end Sturm who, however, only touch 
lightly on the problem. 
.. 
.,, 
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2. Solution of~ irroblef'1 ~ ~ ~ion~! le~~ systems 
All the lfomber States of the Europear. Co11II"'.rni ~ies 11re at present 
concerned a1Jo,1+ cffecti vel;y de:1lir-g 1,,; +i,, the a.bove"-mentioned so-
cial problematics of professional placi:ug of workers by special 
regulations, and preventing abuses. Legislative proceedings are 
part.l;y concl11ded and partly in the pr0cess of being concluded. 
Hence, no conclusive picture can be ~iven for all the Member 
StateR. Of special importance for future development of the 
Common Market, however, is the necesP.i ty of promptly establish-
in,~ the requisite context between the regulations on the national 
level and those of Community Law. Two aspects are involved: in the 
first place, the Member .States are ohliga.ted on the basis of the 
EEC Treaty to formulate their internal legal regulations in a 
manner that will not infringe on any regulations of Community 
Law, ei:,pecially those concerning the freedom of establishment, 
freedom i.ri the !'Upply of services, a,,,a freedom of movement for 
workers. Secon.dly, it. is the responsibili t~r of the Insti tutio:r.s 
of the European Communities to put il1to effect ap;)ropriate coor-
dination measures to prevent the divergent national regulations 
from having a negative effect on the Common Market. Detailed 
explanation of the means required wi11 be the subject of the 
second part of this study. For the 
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time being, the varying criteria underlying the national rgg-
ulations must be worked out. 
The attempts at a judicial solution of the problem of profes-
sional te~porary work agencies on the national level can be 
divided into four groups: 
\ 
a) The most radical possibility is the general prohibition 
.£X law of professional placing of temporary workers. Such a 
prohibition exists in Italy according to Act No. 1369 of~ 
:!3.10.1960 and the Decree by the President of the Republic 
No. 1192 of 22.11.1961 supplementing the Act. In the case of 
violation of the prohibjtion, a work relationship between 
the temporary worker and the enterprice engaging him is sim-
ulated in accordance with Act No. 1369. Nevertheless, the 
problem of professional placing of workers appears to be 
known in Italy, at least in fact, as is indicated by Inquiry 
No. 473/69 of the delegate at the European Parliament, Mul-
ler, addressed to the Commission of the European Communities 
and the reply. 
b) A second possibility consists of legal normalization of 
the reservations concerning ~proval .E1: administrative authori-
ties and administrative control of temporary employment agen-
cies without, however, providing the temporary worker with 
substantive law protection by special regulations. This is 
the legal position at present valid in the Netherlands on the 
basis of the Wet op het ter beschikking stellen van arbeids-
krachten of 31.7.1965 (Stadsblad 1965, No. 379 and the Gov-
ernment'.s resolution of 10.9.1970 (Stadsblad 1970, No. 410). 
c) The third and most frequently encountered possibility is 
. , 
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that in which, on the one hand, the temporary work agencies 
are subjected to administrative control and, on the other 
hand, the legal relationships between temporary work agency, 
enterrrise accepti~ the worker, and the temporary worker 
_are regulated for eac~ in his Eeculiar situation .!?I. specjal 
Act of law. In France this solution is embodied in the Loi 
No. 72 - 1 of 3.1.1972 sur le travail temporaire (J.O. 1972, 
p. 121). In the Federal German Republic it is provided for 
by the Act regulating professional placement of workers of 
7.8.1972 (B.G.B. 1972, p. 1393) and in Belgium by an as yet 
unpublished avant-projet de loi sur le travail interimaire37). 
In the matter of administrative procedure, these Acts or· 
Bills differ considerably in that French law is satisfied with 
mere notice (declaration) given by the temporary work agency 
to the responsible administrative authority for control pur-
poses (Art. 32 et seq.) whereas German law. and the Belgian 
bill lay down reservations in respect of approval by the 
authorities. 
d) In the last possibility, professional placement of workers 
is not regulated by law and is, therefore, permitted without 
restrictions, but the social problems involved are solved by 
agreements between the Government of the Member Stat~ .£Q!!-
cerned and the temporar;y. employment a.gency. Luxemburg has 
chosen this way by agreement between the Office national du 
Travail and the temporary employment agency, "1V1anpower/Aide-
temporaire." 
:,. Main characteristics of the national legal provisions 
The purpose of the following discussion is not to deal with 
the details of legal provisions concerning professional place-
ment of workers existing or planned on the national level. 
37) The fate of the Belgian Bill is presently uncertain be-
cause of the change in Government in 'January 1972. 
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Information on that, emphasizing comparative law, is sup-
plied by the convention reports of .the Institut interna-
tional£.!!. travail temporaire38). Our task is rather restr~ct-
ed to indicating, at certain points, the dive1·gencies among 
the national legal systems which, in their effects on Com-
munity Law, appear of importance with regard to the .question 
to be discussed in Part II. 
a) The leJial conditions allowing authorities to approve of 
the activity of professional e~ploym~nt agencies already 
differ widely. In the case of supplying workers across fron-
tiers this can impair the freedom of establishment and the 
freedom to supply services, as will be explained in greater 
detail in Part ·rr. The reg1.ilations range from those practi-
cally permitting every type of professional placement of 
workers without setting up specific requirements concerning 
the exercise of a profession (France, Luxembur_g) to such that 
largely leave authorization up to the judgement of the com-
petent authority (Netherlands)~to such that require, as legal 
condition, the dependability of the lender and specific or-
ganizational forms of operation in the case of temporary 
work agencies (Belgium, Federal Germ~ Republic)40). 
38) Fublished in the Cahiers de l'Institut international du· 
travail temporaire No. 1/1971, Nos. 2 and 3/1972. 
39) J\rt. 6 of the Dutch Act of 31.7.1965. 
40) Art. 10 § 2 of the Belgian avant-projet; § 3 of the Ger-
man Act. It must be noted that the German regulation~-
permits any organizational form of operation that puts 
the· temporary work agency in a position to duly fulfil 
the customary responsibilities of an employer whereas 
the Belgian regulation--considerably more restricted--
only allows commercial companies to function as profes-
sional employment agencies. 
--.-········------- - ---···----
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b) Liabilities arising from~ temporary~ contract are 
also regulated differently, which, in the case of trans-fror-
tier placing of workers involving a number of legal systems, 
can lead to a clash of claims. Although all the legal sys-
tems, except Italy's--which generally prohibits professiona~ 
placement of workers--are based on the principle that the 
temporary work agency is the contracting party in the role 
of employer41), this principle is digressed from in various 
ways. The most serious digression is perhaps that of the Bel-
gian avant-projet, which limits the liability of the temporary 
work agency with respect to the temporary worker to work re-
muneration and the other social security contri1~tions (Art. 
' . 
6) while making the enterprise to whom the worker is lent 
legally liable.for all the other working conditions (Art. 
14). The French Act No. 72 - 1, Art. 7, likewise makes the 
enterprise engaging the worker liable to fulfil certain man-
datory conditions arranged by law and collective agreement. 
This simultaneously establishes a norm in the matter of 
clashing claims since the law at the actual place of work 
is applicable to the ·working conditions for which the enter-
~~isA tc whom the worker is lent is liable. Other legal sys-
tefils again do not embody such a division of liabilit~es be-
tween temporary work agency and enterprise. According to 
them, if the temporary work contract is valid, the tempo-
rary work agency is exclusively responsible to fulfil all 
the working conditions provided by law and collective agree-
ment. 
Similar divergencies result from the fact that the avant-
projet of BeJgiu~ (Art. 15), the Act regarding placement of 
workers of the Federal Qerman Republic(§ 10), as well as the 
Italian Act No. 1369 (Art. 1, para. 5), in the case of in-
validity of the temporary work cqntract due to disallowed 
0r unauthorized activity by a tempnrary work agency, & ~ 
41) Cf. concerning legal interpretation of this principle 
in contrast t0 priv~te job mPdiation Section I, para. 1 
above. 
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legal fiction establish~ work relationship with the enter-
prise to whom the worker is lent, and thus also digress from 
the principle of the temporary work agency's party position. 
The other legal systems, on the other hand, strictly con-
form to the principle of the r,elativity of obligatory rela-
tions between temporary work agency and temporary worker. If, 
in spite of invalidity of the temporary work contract, the 
temporary worker has worked for the new enterprise, these 
legal systems merely impose the general civil law regula-
tions resulting from the invalidity, i.e. the temporary 
worker could make claims onlx against the temporary work 
agency as actual contracting party, whether for compensa~ 
tion because the latter is responsible for the invalidity, 
or unjustifiable profits42), or, at best, on the basis of 
the actual work relationship. 
c) Especially divergent, indeed diametrically opposite, are 
the mandatory terms of the temporary work contract stipulated 
by the national legal_systems. This large~depends on the 
context relative to systematic law and social policy in which 
the national legal system places the temporary work relation--
ship vis-h-vis the normal work relationship. 
Thus the planned or existin8 legal provisions of Belgium_and 
France attempt to limit the temporary work contract by virtu~ 
of law to exceptions for technical reasons. They take the 
identical position that the admissibility of professional 
supply of temporary workers is limited to the cases of actual 
need for temporary workers. Without regard to details, the 
following constituent facts are established concerning the 
admissibility of professional placement of workers: 
42) This might arise from the fact that, in spite of inva-
lidity of the temporary work contract, the temporary 
work agency has received payment including the wages 
involved in the transaction. 
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- temporary replacement of a steady worker prevented from 
working for the period durin~ which he is· so prevented; 
- temporary replacement of a suspended worker, except in the 
case of suspension due to a labor dispute; 
- temporary replacement of a steady worker whose work rela-
i 
tionship was terminated, until a new steady worker is en-
gaged; 
- temporary unusual accumulation of work; 
- emergency; 
in France, in addition, the introduction of new work meth-
ods. 
To pr8vent misinterpretation of the term "temporary'' the 
regulations reJ.ative to some of the above conditions also 
fix a maximum time limit of 3 months for a worker's assign-
ment43). 
Detailed discussion of the legal consequences of violation 
of these conditions of admissibility will not follow here 
since no judicature on the question is available as yet. On 
the basis of the systematic legal status of the mentioned 
provisions, it appears that a violation is more likely to lead 
to invalidity of the assigning contract between temporary 
work agency and enterprise using the worker's services than 
to invalidity of the temporary work contract between employ-
ment agency and temporary worker. What appears of particular 
importance, however, is the fact that these conditions of ad-
missibility have a considerable effect on the formulation of 
the temporary work contract. To comply with them, temporary 
work contracts in actual practice are concluded as work con-
tracts limited to the duration of a job assignment, which 
43) Cf. details in the Belgian avant-projet Art. 12; the 
French Act No. 72 - 1, Art. 2and 3. 
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the mentioned legal provisions of Belgium (Art. 3) and France 
(Art. 4) in fact lay down as the rule. 
German law conceives of the temporary work contract in an 
exactly opposite way. In order to take into account the well-
known stipulations regarding the abuse of time-l~roited and 
' chain-job contracts set up by German juris~iction, it pro-
hibits on every point temporary work contracts which, legally 
or in fact, are limited to single assignments, pronounces 
them as invalid and--aside from a few exceptions of a salu-
tary legal nature--as a result admits only temporary work 
contracts for indefinite periods, bnt these for all pur-. 
poses44). 
Dutch regulations, by contrast, incorporate no such restric-
tions concerning the admissibility of temporary work contracts. 
Differences in admissibility of the temporary work contract 
affect the varying forms of social protection which the work-
er receives. The risk.of livelihood, which, according to French 
regulations, the temporary worker must take because of the 
mandatory restriction of the temporary work contract to a 
single job assignment, is covered by a legally prescribed 
risk compensation, the minimum amount of which is fixed by 
collective agreement or decree and paid by the temporary work 
agency in addition to the worker's remuneration. Moreover, 
the temporary worker gets holida~Jfor each assignment. Spe-
cific hindrances to work arising from pregnancy, work acci-
dents, and occupational illnesses as well as rendering of 
military service are equivalent to work assignments45). 
44) Cf. 0 3, para. 1, Nos. 3-5; § 9, Nos. 2and 3 of the Ger-
man Act. 
45) Cf. details in Art. 5 and 6 of the Franch Act No. 72 - 1. 
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On the other hand, German law has no need of special regula-
tions for social protection since it prohibits setting a time 
limit on the temporary worker's contract, who maintains a fully 
effective work relationship to the temporary work agency dur-
ing the time between work assignments and hence has all the 
rights given him by the labor law. This especially applies 
to continued payment of the work wage, to ~hich the tempo-
rary worker has an inalienable right even between ji1b assign-
ments on the basis of§ 11, para. 3 of the German Act. 
Regulations in the other ~ember States include no such de-
tails relative to social protection. There the temporary 
workers are subject to the general labor law, which means 
that they must·assume the risk of temporary work contracts 
limited to a specific period without social compensations. 
d) In the framework of social security, the legal provisions 
of all Member States impose the respective employer respon-
sibilities on the temporary work agency. Beyond that, how-
ever, the German Act.(Art. 3) and the French Act No. 72 - l 
(Art. 18-31) make the enterprise to whom the worker is lent 
assume the role of employer especially with respect to the 
obligation to notify and pay contributions, and the legal 
consequences of work accidents and occupational illnesses. 
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Ea.rt 2 
=======::: 
The si tua.tion wi tll regard to Community lQ.W 
-----------------=-============-==---=---= 
I. 
Effects on the Common Market 
With regard to Community law, the first task is to 
examine what effects the diversity of the national regulations may 
have on the workings of the Common Market. This tQ.sk will be 
carried out on the basis of the existinc national legislation in 
the ce.se of Italy, Luxembourg and the Hetherle.nds and the Bills 
already mentioned in the case of Belgiu;, the Federol Republic of 
Ger~ony end Fronce. The interactions between these n&tionel 
lecsl and.&dministretive rerulations antl the Community law can be 
clas£ifiet into the followinG three Groups: 
'J.:2c n r tic:r:iul re~,ulutions en the c0:1Ci tions governi.nl;; E)Steblishraent 
anc.:. t~ :G c cti vi ties of'_ tei;:porc:r;y v~o:-:·k cyencies affect Articles 52 
et scq. enc.. 59 et seo. of tbe E~C 1rreaty on freedom of establishment 
nn~ the free supply of services in seneral as well as tbe co~pet-
., 
ence of the Council to co-ordinute the legal an6 a~ministrative 
r(sul&t1ons of hentcr States on the ensacement in a11u exercise 
of non-wrce-earninc activities in accordance with Article 57, 
r,:.. ra 2 of tbe .iLC 1rreG.t;y in pc1rticular. 
A second ;roup comprises thG nttional legel reGulnt~uL~ 
0:1 t:10 conC.itions of validity, the o.;liLc:.tions onci the lec:tal 
ccm.seouer,ces oi t:~1e inveli~d.i ty of tenporar:y work contracts 
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between the temporary work agency and the temporary workers 
as well as contracts for the supply of te~porary workers con-
cluded between the temporary work agency end the enterprise to 
which these workers are to be assigned. These regulations 
concern Articles 48 and 49 of the EEC Treaty and Regulation 
Lo. 1612/68 on the free movei:nent of trnrkers within the 
Coi,:,:,uni ty, insofar as the said regulations may binder the 
excLcnge of workers between one country and another. 
Finally, they affect the Commission's task which, 
in eccord.2,nce with Article 118 of the EEC Treaty, is to promote 
close co-operation between the Member States in the social 
field, inasmuch as the national lecal reg~lutions provide for 
specisl ~easures of soci&l protection of temporary workers 
and these cannot be implenented if the enterprise to which the 
ter:iporE;,r:,· worksr is assic;r1ea. is established. in a I•:ember State 
other c:~c:n th2t in wr:ic_h the teraporery work c:igency concernec_ iD 
estcL'lislleu.. 
Before ex::,mini:cib those mutual connections more closely, 
however, it must be stresaed that this stuey can only indicate 
t;.b seneral possible effects of the present or future lecal 
si tue tion on the \,vorkinc;s of t~1e Comn;on Market. Only 
experience con tell how t;-,e Cor;;mon f-':arket will be affectecl in 
detail - this cannot be precisely estimated beforehand. 
Nevertheless, eccordin:..:; to Article 3 of the J:.:EC 1rreaty it is 
one of thG tosks of the European Com:r.uni ties to anticipate 
possitlc ~istur~anceG in their functionin~ and take suitable 
rrevcntivo mo~sures. 
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1. Guarantee of the freeuon of establishment end free supply of 
services for temporary w6rk acencies~ 
With resard to the effects of national regulations 
on the freedom of establishment and free supply of services on 
the Gomr:mni t~l level, twc points !3~h:;uld be taken into consid.eratj_or.;: 
' aJ. Articles 52 and 59 of tbe E,t;C Treaty enc the Generel 
ProGrvrames for the abolition of restrictions on the free~om of 
·est2blishm0nt and free supply of services stipulate thct 
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the nationals of~ Member State, whether natural .Q.E legal per-
~'~ either establish temporary work agencies .Q.! engage 
~ hire out temporary workers in other Member States under 
the~ legal conditions~ the latter's nationals even if 
they have no branch offices in those Member States. Realiza-
tion of these stipulations of the Treaty occurs, according to 
Art. 54 and 62 of the EEC Treaty, through the issuing of Di-
rectives by the Council upon the recommendation of the Com-
mission. In the area of the professional supply of workers, 
the national legal systems must conform to the "Council's 
Directive No. 67/43 of 12.1.1967 concerning realization of 
the freedom of establishment and the freedom to supply ser-
vices for independent activities of real estate businesses and 
a few other services essential to business life,". which, in 
theopinion of the Commission of the European Communities, also 
guarantees temporary work agencies the freedom of establish-
ment and the freedom to supply services. Its material range 
of application regarding the "other services essential to 
business life," according to Art. 3, para. l, is derived from 
Group 839 of the CITI4~); expressly mentioned in Art. 3, 
para. 2, lit. a and e are private employment offices and the 
hiring out of office help. Relevant in this connection is the 
fact that, according to the footnote following the exhibits 
of the General Programs for pro7iding freedom of sstablish-
ment and the freedom to supply services of 18.12.1961 (Offi--
cial Gazette No. 2/1962), activities not exp~essly included 
in this classification must be relegated to the next closest 
related group of activities; in so doing, the economic reali-
ties within the European Economic Co~munity, especially tech-
nical development, must be taken into account. For the pro-
fessional supply of workers such analogous reasoning is pos-
46) Classification internationale type, par industrie, de 
toutes les branches d'activite economique, Bureau of 
Statistics of the United Nations, Etudes statistiques, 
Series M No. 4, rev. 1, New York 1958. 
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sible with reference to Group 839 qf the CIT!. It can, therefore, be 
considered as established that Community Law has provided the measures 
required for the removal of foreign restrictions in the area of profes-
sional supply of workers. 
b) The fact that Community Law provides a basis for gu.a.ra.nteeing tem-
porary work agencies the freedom of establishment and the freedom to 
supply services still leaves the question unanswered whether or not 
the basis is adequate for smooth exercising of this right. The rights 
pursu~nt of Directive 67/43 only permit temporary employment agencies 
from other Member States to engage in the steady or temporary exercise. 
of their profession in the host state under ti,e same legal conditions 
as those established,by the latter fo~ its own nationals. No unification 
of regulations on the Community level for exercising the profession is 
provided. Difficulties can now arise from the ·fact that the conditior.s 
penni ttinr; the acti vi t;t,' of temporary work agencies under the national 
let7~c1nd ~drni.nistrative regulations are extremely diverse 47 ) and can, 
therefore, have a de facto impeding effect on exercise of the profes-
sion acro~s frontiers. 
I:n view of this di verRi t;,' the legal q'.1estion arises a.e to whether 
a tempora.r;v work ap:ency estabJ.ished in a given 
47) Cf. Pr-i-rt I, Section II, ? and 3a above. 
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country may fulfil the conditions prescribed in that country 
when engaginc end hiring out temporary workers in Member States 
with stricter conditions than those of its own country or 
J 
whether it must also comply with the stricter conditions of 
the Member State in which it is operating. Both clternetives 
i~volvc a whole secies of problems connected with the Community 
l8w. If, when eng;aGinc; 2.nd hirinc out temporary workers in 
other l"1ember States, it suf Jiced for the e.[ency in question to 
comply with the possibly core fnvourable conditions of the 
countr,y in which it wo.s est& blished, the11 the socie.l order 
existinc in these other hember States might well be undermined 
by forcicn teclporary work BGencies, since these would not be 
sujject to the strict con&itioas imposed on local teillporsry 
work cl:encies. The latter would therefore be at a disadvantaGe 
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arises whether the individualistic attitude taken by certain 
countries mii)1t not make the free supply of services across 
frontj_ers within the Conmunity u mere illUSiQ:O• 
Thu.s from. tbc point of vie.1 of Comfa-:i.11its 1aw 1witl1er 
Elt~rnative appears satisfactorJ• It would hardly seen 
possibl'e to reacl1 a solution by means of the machinery of the 
national lecal systems. It is ell the more necessary, therefore, 
to aim at a co-ordination of the conditions sovsrnins the 
engecernent in an6 exercise of the activities of temporary work 
acencies in accordc:;nce with Article 57, para 2 of the E;:;C 
Treaty. 
2. ~fiects on the frGs c0vement of workers 
Just s.s tbc cori.ditions of e.uthorisPtion for te:oporary 
work a[encies have certain effects on the freedom of establishment 
and free supply of services, so the current disparities in the 
contiitions of validity for employment contracts of temporary 
workers and for tee legal relations between temporary work 
agencies and the enterprises using the temporary worker's 
services can have certain repercus:sions on the free movement of 
workers within the Community. On this point the legal 
questions raised by a loan of temporary workers to countries 
a '.)rocJ are extre.;ael;y complex, and indeea. virtually inextricable. 
The main difficulty here i.s that not only do various national 
lccel systems with differing conditions of validity collide with 
one another, enQ each one tries to solve the lecal conflict in 
itc own wey, but also t~et a nucber of legal relationships, 
i.e. t~e lEjour relations between tl1e teEporary work ecency 
aaQ tL~ temporary worker on the one hand ond the supply contract 
betwesn the temporary work asency &nd the enterprise to which the 
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d . t' th f . . 4i) . compare w1 n e oreign agencies 
Conversely, however, it is conceivable that a 
temporary work asency which is already permitted in a Member 
State a.c~ordinc to tbe latter's legal regulations also needs to 
o LtE.in un authori:3ation, pt.:ch:::_:is subject to stricter conditions, 
cl t2e hember State iu wtich it wish0s to en~age end hire out 
t~~~or&ry workers. Such an evt:ntue.li ty would correspond to 
t 1ie principles of' international administrative law which are in 
force in most national leeal systems. But the question then 
48)Example: According to Section 3 of the German Bill, 
permission to run a temporary work agency may be refused if 
the ~mxx~ agency is suspected of concluding 
employment contracts for a fixed period with the temporary 
workers. The German legislRtors wish thereby to prevent a 
temporary work: agency from evading its duty - also prescribed 
in the German Bill - to continue to pay wages durin0 the 
p~riot between job assiGnrnents. Now it might happen that 
a teuporo.ry work a.t,ency which is permitted in a.nether Ne11ber 
Stote und to which t~is condition of authoris&tion does not 
&ppl;y or which - in Eccordance with Section 3 of the Belsinn 
Bill - is even obliced to conclude employment contracts for a 
fixee. period, encsces teVipore:cy workers on the Germen labour 
~crket, invcki~c the rifht to the free supply of services, 
concluC:_es wi t:1 these worker:;;, e;tiployment contracts for a !ixed 
period &rid s. specific assiGD.!JGnt, and then hires theril back to 
Gerocn undertakincs. The conditions of authorisation 
i~pose~ by GerD&n la~ coulC thus be. evaded by the international 
supply of se~vices. 
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ter.iporary worker is assigned on the other, also clash and in 
some cases these relationships can be judged in differing ways 
under the laws governing such conflicts. This increases 
the poss~ble solutions, but it nlso increases the law's uncer-
tainty with recard to the fre0 movement of workers. 
One exomple ar:ionfo many ma.y illustrate this situGtion: 
asked 
~~· e~tErprises in South-West Germany to supply them with 
tempor~ry workers for three months each. Dependins on the 
cur~0nt economic situation, this first three-month employment 
will be followed by further assignments for a fixed period, 
either immediately or after more or less lohg intervals. In 
order to comply with this request, the temporary work asency 
eni,a~es German workers seekins employ@ent frou the German 
frontier re~ion and concludes employment contracts with them for 
e pcrioJ. of tlu-•ee months ecch, i.e. limited to the duration of 
the proposed joo assignment. This apparently simple situati~~ 
actu~lly raises a whole series of economic considerations and 
problems of legal conflicts, as follows: 
a). By having German temporary workers enga~ed by a French · 
temporary work agency it is hoped that the French legal system 
will be e.pplicalDle to the temporary work contracts, for the 
law governing th.e contract (lex-loci contractus) would be the 
law valid in Strasbourg. For according to Article 4, para 1, 
_n~ 
sentence 2 of the French Bil:V- it· is permitted to limit the 
period of temporary wor~ contracts to that of the jolt 
assignment. This makes it possi•le to evade certain compulsory 
regulations of the German Bill, which foraid such limitations 
in the periods of temporary work contracts (Section 3,.para 1, 
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points 3 and 5) alld threaten to Rulli!y temporary work" contracts 
which have nevertheless aeen concluded !or a fixed period (Section 
9, point 2). At the same time tbe temporary work agency woulu 
be nble to escape the obligation imposed by Section 11, para 3 
of the GBrman Bill to continue to pay the temporary worker's 
waces ip the period between assignments. 
b). If such arranGements between Germcn enterprises and French 
temporary wor~ aceLci~~ ~Pr0 to becoce widespread, they could 
bsve ~D effect similar to that of a cartel wl,ich woulC tlo~inate 
the German l&bour market while ev~ding the Gercan legal 
re:;ulc: tions. For temporary work ecencies established in 
Germany would not be able to enjoy the advantaces of bypassinc 
the German lows 2nQ reGul&tions on the subject an~ woult tbua be 
squeezed out of the German labour market~ 
c).Theoretically, of course, it is also conceivable th2t the 
more strin3ent Gersan conditions of validity for temporery work 
contrccts which are concluded in accordance with a foreicn leLel 
~ " 
syste3 night be reGarded as cominc under the ordre public. 
Tbe German effective law (lex causae) would then take prece6ence 
over the French contractual law (lex loci contractus). This 
is still not the ideal solution, however, It would depeno. on 
whether there exists a.t all in Germany a jurisdiction cap&ble 
of de a line~ with disputes about temporary work contracts 
which a.re concluded abroc;J by B foreign temporary work er:;ency; 
for only national courts 2re competent to apply the nationol 
'• ii 
laws of the ordre public. But this solution woulC hEve -just 
to 
the opposite effects :f:-e~ those described above. It woul6. 
con::;il .. e ... :ablJ hsmper the supplyinc of telr1porary workers by 
:i?rencb o.gencies to Gerrr1c:.1n enterprises, since the French 
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ae-;encies woulcl have to comply with the partly contradictory 
reculations of two legel systems. 
d).Similar problems arise with regard to the supply contract 
between the French tempor2ry work &c0ncy nnd the German 
enterpr;i.ses to which the temppri::;r;y workers e:ce as~ic:;ned. In 
tl1is cuse tht; rartic;:; rl:i-:__::ht enc:envou".:' to epplJ the Ger::.1cn lnw 
,~~overiiij_1t; the contr2ct b(;co1.1 SF, t·~1e Gcrr.mn law impoBes no 
p:.:.·L: c·i_;ico.l lecnl restrictions on these supplJ contracts, whereE,s 
J1.rticle 2 of the li'rench Hill enurnercJtes exbausti vely all t~rn 
ccses in which the conclusion of such contr&cts is per~issible. 
These are exclusively octivities which, in view of their nctu~e 
or lenGth of period, do not objectively appear to justify the 
ecploy~ent of permanent workers. The te~porcry work agency 
establisheC in Stros0ourG would thus be induce~ to exercise its 
activities coinly on the foreign labour market, in order to 
evade the restrictions of the French law on supply contracts. 
This situation would a~&in lGa~ to the ~omination of certain 
lr~ou: market in a manner resembling that of a cartel. 
The demonstrction just matie, by raeens of an exumple, 
of the relations between the German end French laws naturally 
applies to c:11 lego.l s;:, sterns• The survey e.t the end of Part 1 II 2 and 3 
showinc the present or future ler;El regulations makes it rossible 
to im25ine other ex&mples. It is always the same problem whicL 
recurs: bow to prevent the disp&rity in the conditions of 
validity of temporary work and supply contracts, and the legal 
conflicts arising therefrom, from enabling temporary work agencies 
and the enterprises using the tempocary workers' services to take 
joint action to dominate the labour markets of certain countries 
in a manner resembling that of a cartel, while other labour 
markets which a.re subject to stricter conditions for the supply 
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of workers suffer a depression. This situation could lead to 
distortions of the free labour market within tbe Community. 
0 E:ere again a way"out of this danger would ae to ctordinate the 
conditions of validity of temporary work and supply contracts. 
3. Clarity of information emsnating from the administrative 
authorities 
Even if appropri.te co-ordin.;ting me.,sures .;.re t-.ken 
to bting the n~tion~l legal and ~dministr.tive regul.tions on 
temporury work more into line with each other, .nd even if a 
uniform Community 1.w on this subject were to be -.ctu.lly 
intr0duced, the implcraent~tion of tiese re~ul.tions ty the 
;..6.:;:iinistr.,ti ve .. uthori tiies .nu ~cm.:,ts woul.G. still rem .. in the 
preros~tive of the Member St~tes. The .::;upply of wcrkers 
~jro~~ woul~ thus h~ve the dis~dv~nti~6 ~h~t when i tempor~ry 
work ~~ency extends·its ~ctivities over sev8r~l Member States 
it is often not known whether the lecal conditions governin~ the 
~utnorisation of tte ~ceTI~Y ~~c the v~lidity of the contr~cts 
h~ve been fulfilled. Gre~ter cl&rity in the me~sures t~ken by 
the ~tninistr~tive ~uthorities on tbe Comm1nity level would nJLl 
by teLipcr~ry work ~~8ncies oper~tin3 abro~d, but would ~elp to 
ueet the lGtters' need for inforc~tion in C8Ses where the 
sui;lyinf of workers to enterprises in other Member 3t~tes is 
subject to the rnles issue6 G.f the ... uthorities of tllose 
count :eies. Ti.ms, fol' inst .. nce, thE Delc;i.;n Bill cor.i L:.r ins 
b leti-l rrovision ,uthorisins the Kins, subject to the ~pprov~l 
~ctivity th~ percent~[e of tc~;por8ry workers out of the totil 
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number of permanent workers which an enterprise m,.y not exceed 
when engQging temporary workers (Article l} of the Belg1&n 
Bill). On the Community level, such information is important 
to the terapor;ry work agencies bec~use it en~bles them to 
~lloc~Lle their workers in the best possible WQy. 
The Belgion bill (A~tir 1 ~ 10, Secti6n 2), moreover, 
~lre;dy provides~ well pl~nned system of inform~tion concerning 
enterprises in which o strike is in procress, ~nd the Community 
shoul[ p&y due attention to this systen in order to frevent 
the richts ~nd ~utonooy of tbe sociwl partners from be~n~ 
imp.ired by the use of foreicn tempor".r;:. workers .s strike 
brE:"kers. 
The co-ordin~tion, alreu~y ~dvocated, of the 
con6itions :overning the authorisation of tempor~ry work a~encies 
&nd the v~lidity of temporary work ;nd supply contricts should 
c0j.1'3eqnently be ~.ccor.1:;?~1.ied o;;r .;(;r:1::.nistrcitive me-.sures .edopte<l 
on t~e Community level for introducing a system of inform~tioa. 
4. Boci~l protection reguirementc 
If the f~cts so f~r described c~ll for the ~pplic~tion 
of specific Cor;mmni ty re2,ulations on the supply of ter:1por.;;ry 
workers to countries ~broit, the very ceneral question fin~lly 
~rises eis to whether a tempor-,.r;y worker is ti.dequ.i.tely protected 
as ~egards his working conditions &nd social security when he 
concludes -. temporc,ry work contra.et with a temporary work 
egency established in one of the Member St~tes but is 
s•).1'.>sequently assigned to work in enterprises in other Member 
E'.t;.;tes. The problem rriises e lee;al conflict inasmuch as the 
questiv1~ arises ss to which of the two legal systems - that of 
t\c country in whic:1 thl':' tempor.ry work contract was concJ.uded 
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or that of the country to which tb.e workex: is assigned a job -
should he applied in each individual ease, It is also a 
practical legal problem since it raises i.. ie j.ssue as to whether 
and to w~at extent the temporary worker loses the social 
protection guarsnteed bim by law owing to this legal conflict. 
These questions should be ex;.mined more closely, first as reg~rds 
working conditions and then as regards soci5l security. 
A. Working conditions 
a). FroEJ. the point of view e>f i11t0rnational law it is a f._ct 
th;;1t both de lcge l.it ... nc. c.t: lfL ~- fer:iend;. -.11 Memb$r St-.tes 
except Italy icpose tte leg~l prjnciple that contr~ctual l~bour 
·rel~tions c~n be est,blisbed only between the tempcr~ry worker 
•. na. tempor.-.ry work .;,eency but not between the te!r,por;;;ry worker 
bnu the enterprise to which he is ~5signed (cf. above Part 1, 
Section II). It cun therefore be i.ssumed, on the b~sis of the 
jurisdiction of the Member 2t~tes hitherto in force, that the 
assj.cn~ent to the foreiGn enterprise constitutes merely ~n 
extension (d~tachement) of the e~ployment contrQct with the 
tempor&ry work agency. The res~lt would c~hat in principle, 
cv ,;:1 if the tcmpor.;.ry v;or~cc:.:.· is e.1rloyed in other iv:iem.ber States, 
the n .. tions.l lcibou:c 1£s.w 1.\p:f,licoble is th.t u:i.:1der which the 
c:1r,plo~J;;,ent contr.,ct wGs concluded between the ternporury worker and 
tat: t&mporery work agency - i.e. LenerGlly the l~bour l~w which 
i.::: v.-·liC. in the country in which the £/gency ;;i..s est.tlished. 
There are, however, excep~ions to this principle 
:: Dur.:::r:1.ch ~ s in Lt:tin countries the "ordre public" ch-.r~ cter of the 
n10J..;:.1 \,.e i,;oli ce et dR surete Ii enc: Linder'. the Germcn &nd 
Eeth~rl~ndo lagul systems tha yuLlic law regulFtions of the 
j 
I I -
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labour legislation49 ) may require the application of certain 
labour law provisions which are in.force in the country in 
which the temporary worker is actually employed, even if the 
employment contract is suiject to another legal system. The 
applic.i.tion to the workin13 conditions of the temporary worker of 
the l;biour l~w bindinb on the enterprise to which tha.t worker 
is ~ssigned is thus not completely excluded despite the ~tsence 
of &ny contractual labour rel~tions. In theorv it is nEther 
" 
the laws of the "ordre public" or the public law resulEtions of 
lebour lec;isle.tion which would offer a certain L.1inimuc 
protection to the worker in the country in which he is 
tenporf'rily employed, even if the employment contract i ·tself 
was subject to another leBal system. 
One should not be.too optimistic, however, Ebout the 
p~&ctical possibility of ensuri~L this minimum protection on the 
p2.1·t; of the enterpr·i-se to which the tempor~.ry wor!cer is assignec:i.. 
For insofar as the obs8rVbnce of the labour law regulations 
hLvinc·en ''ordre public" chkracter is not officially supervised, 
& le~£1 claim is necess2ry to enforce this observance by the 
enterprise in question, wheth~r in tbe form of£ law-suit or a 
49 )Vith regard to the proGleill of the ~iffering conc8ptions 
oi the "ordre public II a.nd t he char&.cter of the "lois C:e 
poliCE, et ce surct6 II in relP tion to the public le \•J resu.L .... ti01,b 
lee:;: 1 systP;::s, I wouJ.~, G.r&w ,,tte:ntion to the co;nments ::F·C:..e 
bj- t:1e expe,rt .,_n Doer iCnt 1 ,· .• J..i-!.C97/V/69, Section B II, of 
Ll:e .:::;uroper-:i:1 Co::1:r.mni ti0s on t~:e dete.rminotion of the lc1w 
sp1licfble to intern~ticnal lnGour rel~tions. 
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r:~fusal to perform the work. ~uch n legal cl~im is neo;:cly 
always lacking, bec£use there is no contr~ctual legal relation 
between the temporary worker and the enterprise to which he is 
assicned., so thGt there exists no contractual right to enforce 
co;,1pliance. 
In the cnse of an assignment abroad, an action &iced 
at ensuring the observ&nce by the tempor&ry work &bency, as the 
employer, of the le1-bour lew regu1.;tions which are subject to 
the "ordre public 1.1 <ii.pplic.:bl e in the actual place of euploynenc 
is often doomeQ to failure becau2e the competent court 
&c,: crdin,; to the ccntractm,l 1-.w (le1:: loci contractus) is not 
obliged by the laws t:;ovrnins co:1.f'licts to apply the "ordre 
public'' of the foreitn law in force in the place of cmploycent. 
It shciulj therefore be noted that the applic~tion - conceiveble 
in int1;:rn.: tionf,l law - of the "ordre public II to tlle foreicn 
pl~ce of employment ~n or~er to ensure a minimum protection of 
worker ; 
t,w ter:-iporPry/vis-a-vis tbc enter:-i;,rioe to which he is assiL,ned, 
as prescribed by the lcbour lcw, is not guaranteed by lin 
2dequste systeu of legal protection. 
An exception to tLis slwrtcomine:, crn be founC. in the 
draft bill no. 72-1../ 
.i.:;e1. ·iun (: nc1 J:'rencll Bills~t::i Dills entitle the temporcr;/ 
wor~;:sr to neke a s1,eci,} ler::c:11 cloir:a that the enterprise to 
which he is assicned shoul~ duly comply with the "lois de police 
et de -surete 11 apr;licable in the place of employment. In this 
ccse the tecporQry worker enjoys an vdequ&te legal protection 
against the enterprise to which be is ~ssigned, even ~psrt 
from that provided in his contract. The extent of this legal 
protection, however, differs according.to the me~sures in force. 
Article 14 of the Belgian Bill liEits it to the existing legal 
regulations, but includes all the provisions of labour 
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protection and other labour rules ("reglemanta.tion du travail") except the 
duty to pay Nages and to grant social benefits, for which according to 
Article 6, Section 1, the temporary work agency is responsible. Under 
Article 7 of the,French Bill no. 72-1, however, the legal protection 
against the enterprise to which the temporary worker is assigned covers 
not only the legal but also the administrative and collective agreement 
regulations in force in the place of employment. On the other hand, the 
points included by this protection are enumerated exhaustively and com-
prise only the basic "lois de police et de silrete": maximum duration of 
work, restrictions on night work, banning of work on Sundays and Banlc 
Holidays, industrial hygiene and safet;y, prdection of working women, 
rJ-,j_J dren a.nd ec'lole~cents end, if the nature of the work so requires, 
an indus-t:ria.l medical service. These provisions laid down in the Belgian 
draft Bill and - even more 
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no_;...-12.::l; 
precisely - in the French Bill(constitute exsmples for r.n 
adequate social protection of the tempor~ry worker. They will 
be of consider&.ble importance when foreign temporary work 
agencies. supply temporary workers to Belgian or French 
ente:cprises rnd thus deserve to b8 g:i ven gene.c.-.1 attention when 
it cowes to drafting a Community ruling on the subject. 
b).From the practic~l legal point of view the result of this 
conflicting situation i~hat temporary workers who are assigned 
to a job in a Mem•er State whose legislation does not specify 
any labour law obligations towards these workers on the part 
of the enterprise to which they are assigned lose the social 
protection granted them in their country o! origin, insofar as 
the letter's laws impose a liaeility on that ente~prise. 
There are four 
may occur:. 
ways in which such losses of rights 
a.a) •. As has already ~een said in discussing conflicts of law, 
it is difficult to enforce a claim against an enterprise 
empldying the temporary worker that it should o~serve the 
"loiS de police et de SU.rate II in force in the foreif'.l-~ :plEtCe 
of emplo;yment (or the public law ref;ulations of lo1.bour 
legisl&tion) when the foreign leG~l ~ystem does not impose any 
such leg~l liability on that enterprise. 
In this respect, specisl attention should ~lso be paid 
to the cl~ims of the temporary worker for compensation for 
cc:,:.[: :es wLlen that enterr:eisc infrin2ies these reculations. 
In t:~e c bse11ce of ,' ccntrf,ctuul or legal responsibility 
of thf1; 8nterrrise tcw2rds the temporary worker for complyinc 
vdt:; the "lois de police et de sur-ete" or the public law 
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regulations of labour legislation the temporary worker can only 
make such claims for damages against the temporary work agency. 
But the latter's responsiblility cannot usually be invoked because 
it has not been guilty of any infringement of the regulations in 
question. 
These losses of rights can only be avoided if in all Member 
States the enterprise to which the temporary worker is assigned is 
made legally responsible for compl~ring with th3 "lois de police et 
de sf:re-te" or the public law regula-tic:is of la1::>ur legislation in 
respect of that worker. 
bb). Losses of rights may also occur because of the dispartiy in 
the _le~l.,2ons.eq11~.E..~es of th,!l_ invalidi t;v_ of te1oporary work con-
tracts. (see Part 1 II 3 b), 
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. Take the case of a temporary worker whose contr&ct 
has been concluded by virtue of a nation~l law which provides 
for the substitution of that contract, if it is invalid, by an 
employment contract binding him to the enterprise to which he 
bes beGn assigned. If he is placed at the service of an 
dLcCrfrise in & Member St~te v~ose legisl&tion does not permit 
tbis substitution, it may happen that the tQmporary work contract 
is rightly declared invalid according to the law applicable to 
the contract, eut that a legal action designed to compel the 
foreign enterprise to act as substitute and fulfil the labour 
law obligations is rejected. This is because the court cannot 
apply the law governing the contract to the legal rel~tions 
b>etween the temporo.ry worker and the enterprise to which he is 
assigned but only the effective law - i.e. the legislation in 
force in the place where the service is to 'be perforJ11ed. Thus 
the temporary worker assigned to an enterprise aeroad loses the 
rights to which he would De entitled if be was working in his 
country of origin. From the social point of view this situation 
would incur the risk that temporary work agencies, wishing to 
escape the consequences of invalidity, might send their 
temporary workers me.inly to :Member St&tes where these consequences 
are less gr.;.ve. This opens wide the door to legal abuses. 
It ~cul~ ther8fore be ,esiruble to try to co-orcinate the 
consequences of invalidity so tnat tte tempor2ry worker 
is J~otEcteC bJ claw provitlin~ thet if.he is assigned to an 
enlcrprise obroutl, tto i~v~li~ te~porery work contract is 
rerL·ceC b;y· an e;nploy::1ent contrl'ct between the ter:iporary :iorkor 
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and the foreign enterprise for the anticipated period of-the 
assignment. 
cc). A similar problem arises with regard to the sutsidiary 
liubili ty · of the enter·prise usin;c-:; t1].e teoporary worker's 
services to pry wages throu~ho¥t the period of the assignment if 
· 1s insolvent. 
the temporia.ry worlc agency ~if§Xij.~mfti~ From the social point 
of view it is reasonable to introduce a "double" responsibility 
to pay wages, because it prevents the temporary worker from 
being victimised by unscrupulous terupors.ry work agencies which 
are only interested. in their· own profits and do not hcve · the 
neceG2~ry finsn9ial resources to be able to fulfil their 
oblicrtion;-3. Unfortun2tely this principle is not ~ecognised 
in mos~ Ge~ber Stctes, the recson given being ~bove all the fear 
that if the oblitations of an emrloyer were shifted to the 
ent(;;rprise using the tempors.ry worker's services, the tuuporary ffll.X. 
work s.gencies might be tempted to exercise the illicit functions 
of c,n er;1ployment agency. This argument is e~ressed 
particularly clearly in the more recent German jurisdiction, 
which has repudiated the older theory of the ndou'ble" work 
relationship (cf. footnote 36 above). It does not appear to hold 
wa:ter, however, because if the entP.rprise using the tempo:r .. ry 
worker's servj.ces is ci ven a subsidiary liability to pay the 
waLes, this does not in any way alter tbe contractual obligation 
of the temporary work egency to act as employer. R~ther, as 
is bhe case when the law imposes a cunranty of payment, it is 
a question of establishinc & leG[.l co-responsibility of the 
enterprise usin2: the temporai·y worker's services regaro.less of 
its si tuu"tion vis-a.-vis the E:mployment contract, so that the 
worker may be protected. 
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Only the French Bil~des in its Article 8 for a 
subsidiary responsibility on the p~rt of that enterprise to 
make the payments prescribed in the labour law (wages, 
accessory wage elements and legal compensution) if the 
tem.por&ry work agency is insolvent8 A French temporary 
worker e~ployed abrocd might lose these rishts if the court 
&pplie~, not the law of the place where the contract was 
concluded but the law of tl1e foreign place where the contra.et 
w~s executed, to the worker's action ~gainst the enterprise 
invokin~ its liability to pay his waces. 
On this point, therefore, it also appe~rs desirable 
to co-ordinate the legal regulations on the liability to pay 
wages. 
dd). As the legal regulations of Mem~er States impose, both de 
lege lata and de lege ferenda, a contractual obligation on the 
part or the temporary work agency to pay the wages, it is also 
the law .appl1cable to the contract which, if the temporary 
worker is employed abroad, governs the mi_nimum wage guarantees 
laid down in the laws and collective ~greements. It follows 
from this that tbe tecpornry wo~ker cannot claim the minimum. 
wages fixed by the litws and collect~ve agreements in the foreign 
country in which be is employed, even if the cost of living 
and hence the &inimum wages are higher there. ~he question 
arises as to whether these differences in the minimum wages 
might not induce heads of enterprises to engage foreign temporary 
workers rather than pernrnnent t.wrkers in their own country, 
where l~bour is dearer. At ~ny r&te, this w&ge situ2tion should 
not be overlooked when it coQes to drafting e Community rulinG• 
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B. Social Security 
In the a~ea of social security, the professional supply of 
workers is problematic; above all, in cases in which, due to 
their temporary nature according to Art. 14, para. 1, lit. a 
of EEC Order No. 1408171, the competent bearer of social se-
curity for the temporary work agency remains that even when 
the actual work is done more or less regularly at enterprises 
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in other Member States50). This could well be the rule, for 
the fact that job assignments are temporary in character and 
hence seldom last longer than 12 months lies in the nature 
of professional supply of workers or results from the tem-
poral restrictions imposed on the supplying of workers by 
the legal provisions of some Member States. 
The resulting problems in social policy are the following: 
a) The element of intransparence characterizing the trans-
frontier supply of workers can result in the neglect of noti-
fication required under the regulations of the state respon-
sible for social security; this intransparence~~ither used 
as a pretext to evade the obligation to give notice or the 
temporary work agency receives no information concerning 
happenings at the enterprise engaging the worker that are 
subject to notification. This concerns both the general giv-
ing of notice to the competent bearer of the social security 
and the special notification of work accidents or occupational 
illnesses befalling the worker at the enterprise using his 
services. Such neglect can result in social disadvantages to 
the worker. 
50) According to Art. 14, para. 1, lit. a of the published 
but not yet effective Order (EEC) No. 1408/71 issued by 
the Council on 14.6.1971 concerning application of the 
systems of social security to workers and their families 
migrating to and fro within the Community (Official Ga-
zette No. L 149/2), this legal position will be main-
tained. By its judgment of 17.12.1970 (Droit Social 1971, 
p. 314 et seq.) the Court of Justice of the European Com-
munities in Legal Case No. 35/70 has already decided that 
the regulation concerning responsibility embodied in Art. 
13, lit. a of Order No. 3/1958 or Art. 14, para. 1, lit. 
a of Order No. 1408/71 is also applicable to professional 
supply of workers. 
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Regulations for the implementation of Order No. 1408/71 (Doc-
ument KOM (71) 821 final) will help to resolve these dif-
ficulties, although not completely. In any case, concerning 
the notification of work accidents and initially occurring 
occupational illnesses, Art. 64 of the stated implementation 
regulations imposes the responsibility of notification on 
every plant owner using the worker, and that with reference 
to enterprises not situated in the competent Member State 
whose owners do not act as employers of the worker engaged 
there. Thus Art. 64 for the implementation of Order No. 
1408/71 includes the obligation of the foreign enterprise 
to give notice concerning work accidents and initially ocnur-
ring occupational illnesses of workers lent to it. 
The legal policy requiring transparence in the matter of gen-
eral notification to the competent bearer of social security 
regarding the temporary worker's employment subject to in-
surance has not been as clearly realized. Although it is cor-
rect to say that the temporary work agency is obligated to 
give notice on the basis of the legal nature of the tempo-
rary work relationship (cf. Part I above), it would be use-
ful, in order to avoid the danger of evasion described above, 
to provide for a control by imposing an additional obligation 
on the enterprise to give notice of the actual start and con-
clusion of work at his plant. This would make it more diffi-
cult for the temporary work agency to capitalize on the lack 
of information on the part of the competent bearer of social 
security concerning engagement of the temporary worker by a 
foreign enterprise, and thus give no notice at all. The basic 
idea of such control notices is found in Art. 107 of the draft 
order for the implementation of Order No. 1408/71, which pro-
vides that seasonal workers be given an employment visa by 
the labor office of the Member State to which they have trav-
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elled for employment. All that is required would be to extend 
this regulation to include temporary workers and stipulate 
that the labor office of the state where the worker is em-
ployed send a duplicate of the employment visa to the labor 
office of the state responsible for social security,thus 
facilitating the latter's check on notification prescribed 
hy its legal sistem for temporary work agencies vis-~-vis 
the bearer of social security. 
b) Another social problem arises over equal treatment of 
steady workers and temporary workers by the enterprise to 
which these are lent with regard to the qualification .£f 
accidents~ work accidents and the resulting liabilities. 
Since it is typical of the professional supply of workers 
that the temporary worker is not employed in the enterprise 
of his de jure employer but always in strange plants taking 
the local accident risk, social justice would require that 
the temporary worker who suffers a work accident be legally 
treated as though he were an employee of the enterprise 
using his services. Equal treatment under iaw of the tem-
porary worker and the steady worker of the enterprise in 
case of accident is not self-evident since the temporary 
worker has no contractual relationship to it. The French 
Act No. 72 - 1 in Art. 23-27 simulates a comprehensive em-
ployer function for the enterprise to which the worker is 
lent in the matter of legal conditions and liabilities re-
sulting from work accidents suffered by the temporary worker. 
The Federal Government of Germany takes the view regarding 
its legal system that, at least with respect to the lia-
bilities resulting from work accidents, the existing regu~ 
lations place the temporary worker on equality with the 
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s tead~r worker51) • For i;he rE:ls t, however, the Germa..11 Act in 
Art. 3 likewise undertakes certain adjustments of the Reich 
Insurance Code intended to place the temporary worker on 
the sarrelevel with the steady worker in case of work acci-
dents and·occupational illnesses. The legal systems of the 
other Member States lack express provisions in this respect, 
i 
so that the legal situation within the European Communities 
is not uniform. A uniform legal solution would be commendable, 
say in the framework of Community Law regulations created by 
Order No. 1408/71. 
c) A final social policy problem arises from the question of 
how the payment of obligator_y_ contributions can be guaranteed 
in the case of professional supply of workers in a Member 
State other than the one responsible for the social security 
of the temporary worker. This is relevant where the work con-
tract with the temporary worker is legall~ invalid for rea-
sons imposed by internal state legislation, but the temporary 
worker, notwithstanding, carries on his activity for the en-
terprise engaging him -subject to social insurance. Possible 
inability to pay the obligatory contributions on the part of 
the temporary work agency would also have to be considered. 
Subsidiary liability to contribute is imposed on the enter-
prise to which the temporary worker is lent according to Art. 
3 § 1, No. 2 of the German Act for all cases and according 
to ~rt. 8, para. 2 and 3 of the French Act No. 72 - 1 in the 
case of the temporary work agency's inability to pay. This, 
in fact, appears to be the only feasible way to protect both 
the bearer of social security and the temporary worker against 
financial loss. Therefore, subsidiary or perhaps even full 
liability to contribute on the part of the enterprise to which 
the temporary worker is lent to the bearer of social security 
respon~ible for the temporary work agency should be intro-
duced as Community Law regulation for trans-frontier relin-
quishing contracts. 
51) Cf. the official arguments for the German draft bill 
(Federal Council Doc. 200/71) relative to Art. 3, No. 5. 
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II. 
The vc.rious points cJllinc for a Comr.mni 1.,y ruling 
Lc'Ve alreo.dy been enumerc:ced in the forecoing rem:irks, which 
~eve also indiccte~ the instru~ents wit~ whose help such a 
:r'ulint_; may be introo.uce<i in accord..::nce wi tt the E.!:C 'l1reat;y. 
1. The followins measures o.re neces.c::ary in the fielo. o_f 
freeC::.om of establishment urnl the free supply of services: .. 
e).A t;uarantee that the nation.i.ls of a Member St&te may set 
up temporery work eccncies in the other_Meuber Stctes under 
t~o ccLle lcscl cc~C::.itions es exist for the latters' nationals; 
b). 1I1l1e ~uarcntee thct tem1::o:c~:r;:,r work 8.[;encies which a.re 
porLlitted in one Member State rna~ exercise their octivities in 
the other Viember Sta.t0s unc...er the sar:.1e legal conditions as 
exist for the temporary work agencies pe~~itted in these 
Member States; 
c).The co-ordination of tbe national legal and administrative 
regulations on the engagement in and exercise of the activities 
of temporary work agencies; 
d).The introduction of compulsory notification of the 
authorisation granted to temporary work agencies to exercise 
their activities and the withdrawal of this authorisation. 
These measures can only be adopted by means o! 
directives, in accordance with the enabling provisions of 
Articles 54, paras 2 and 3, 57, para 2 and 63, para 2 of the 
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EEC Treaty. 
2. The following measures are necessar1 in the field o! the 
tree movement of workers within the Collllunity: 
a). The harmonisation of the conditions of validit1 of temporary 
work contracts concluded between temporary work agencies and 
temporary workers, as well as of the supply contracts concluded 
between the temporary work ~Gencies ~md the enterprises to whicb. 
the workers are assisned; 
b).The creation of a system of informQtion in order to prevent 
the ille5&l as~isnment of workers. 
By virtue of the powers grc1nted under Article 49 of the 
EEC Treaty, these mecsures could take the form either of u 
co-ordinction of the netional leg&l and administrative 
reculations by means 6f a directive ot thst of a uniform 
Conr.nmi t;y rulinc by mesns of a f'._e5ul,:ition. 
3. ~ith ~~6ard to tbe soci~l protection of the teoporory worker 
the provisions of the EEC Tresty de not contain eny specific 
powers to harmonise the material working conditions end social 
secc..rity richts by sovereic;n acts of the Communi t;y. HeE,sures 
to this effect, however, could be bsLed on the general rule of 
competence laid clown in Article 235 of tbe EEC Treaty or the 
power to ls~uG directives provided for in Article 100 of tb~t 
Tre~t~. In tte first case it would be permissible to isEue 
ei·c:.0r c c.i:cective or o. rebulat:1011, ;whereas in the second cas~ tLe 
Council wculJ be restricted to isGuin~ directives. 
It should be ~orne in mind, however, when choosing 
ti.1c ,;;er.no for introducinc it, thc.t 2 Oornmuni ty ruling on the 
L!ntc-f•i,· l labour &no. socicl l~w will closely af Ject the \"Jllole 
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social _structure of the individual Member States and that the 
dencer of contradictions between the Community law and the 
52~ br-:ses of the national legal systems cannot be ruled out • 
It thus appears legitimate to ask that the national legislators 
be 0 iven a certain freedom of action to enable them to brine 
t~e reqhire~ents of tbe Community l&w into line with the 
peculiar social structure of each Member State. The most 
suitable instruffient for bringing this about is the directive, 
w~icl1 letves the com~etent services of each State e sufficiently 
iJrouJ. rr:: rt:in of free ..... on for introducins nc:tionc.l recula~ions 
whicL accord with the Community Eystem. 
In order to ensure that tl1e Community rulinc on 
te:Jpo,.ary work constitutes a clear and coterent system, it is 
rccor;1mended that the whole instrument fo·r its introduction 
should take the form of a directive in accordance with Article 189, 
para 3 of the EEC Treaty. 
52 )Ex~mple:: The French labour law requires temporary work· 
contracts to be concluaed for & definite period or for a 
specific enterprise. The Germ~n labour law, however, does 
not normally specify that temporary work contrccts should be 
concluded for a definite psriod or for a specific enterprise, 
becr-uss this wcu1c; ir:,i~J~,, <-'n inteDtion to evode tlle o1>li;_;t:tion 
l~cw ccn e. 
unif or::: lE.:w on the Co:,:c:0.nj_ ty level be intro<.luced in this CE' se 
'l.1'itbout il1tsrf er·il,:~ \iit~; one of the two m?tionel legal s;;0 st~r..s 
in cucstion in a wcy contrRdictory to its spirit? 
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III. 
Alternative soltttions for harmonising legislation 
The previous remarks about the legal sitnation have already in-
dicated the measures which would have to be adopted on the Community 
level in order to ensure that the Common Market takes action in the 
field of the professional supply of temporary work. Below are various 
proposals concerning the content of a legal instrument to this effect 
on the Community level, which instrument should, it is suggested in 
Section II above, take the form of a directive. 
The first possibility would be to reach a decision on a 
minJ..rn1:!!! . ..!:9hem~ whi.ch would comprise only the measures of co-ordination -
mainly of an administrative character - which are absolutely essential:in 
order to bring about the freedom of establishment, free suppl? of services 
and free movement of workArs provided for in the EEC Treaty. It should be 
made cle;:1.r, ho~·re-ver, that such "· scl:i8me w0uld not be able to prevent social 
distortiorrn ( Ree Section I, parr.> 4 "bove) when temporary workers were placed 
in ,jobs abrond. 
For this reason an ~mal scheme is also suggested, whose purpose 
is to brin.go about not only an administrative co-ordination but also a con-
certed solution of the social problems connected with temporary work. 
These a.imr: would have 
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to be achieved by harmonisinc the relevant legal and &dministrat-
ive regul£tions of the Member StQtes. 
For the legal instrument envisaged on the Community 
level the followinb title is SU(:.i..:,ested as a workinc hypothesis: 
"Council Directive deted • • • • on the achieve::nent of 
the freeco~ of estrblishment and free sapply of 
ccrvices for non-wc~e-ecr~inG ectivitles, the free 
moveuent of workers and other soci&l measures 
conccrnins the professional supply of temporary 
workers." 
1. J,dm.inistrative rulinr 
A) Jefinition 
For clarity's s0ke the first step is to ,cfine 
t 116 enterprises, G cti vities 2nd lcl cl rele.tions wLich will be 
covered by the p~opoccd legsl instrument. In view of the 
sii.iili:,ri t;;,- of concer)tion in ell l·lt:1:iber States (cf. Pert 1, 
8ecticn I Hbove) tbis definition 11ight run as Jollo-i.·rn: 
111111:is directive F 1,rlies to thE: professional supply of workers 
(tesporary work). 
"Acents who professionally supply temporBry workers are natural 
or le;:,;21 persons wl·lo conclude enployment contructs on e. 
rrof essionol '.JE_si.s with workers seekint_; employment, for the 
sole rurpose of assisninc t~ese workers to other enterrrises. 
1111:::.Ji.s directive does not affect the national pro bi bi tions on 
e, .• .::;loJr:wnt q_:encies, in which thE: acent does not ~s.cume the 
functicns of <''<D er::ployer b;y the cc..nclusion of un employ:raent 
COLtr&ct. 
"heither does t~is directive Gffect the occasional secondin£ to 
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other enterprises of workers whom an employer regularly emplcyo 
in his own enterprise, sub-contractor and labour middleman con-
tracts or th~ allocation of workers within a combine er group of 
enterprises by a staff management company (gestfon du personnel)". 
B).Guarantee of the freedom of establis~j-~nd free sup~ 
of servic~ 
It should be made clear b:· an additional statement that, on 
ttJ.e basis of Directive No. 67/43 of the Council, in each Member 
State nationals from other Member States may establish temporary 
work agencies under the same leg-dl conditions as nationals of that 
Member State. 
b). ]:qua~_i ty of the right to join ..P,!;Qfessicna.l organisations 
In the same way it may be pointed out that, on the basis of 
Art. 6 of the Council's Directive No. 67/43, the temporary work 
agencies established in a Member State may join professional or-
ganizations, especially employers' associations capable of con-
durhng r.o])ect:i ve agreements, on the same conditions and have 
the right to vote actively and passively in their institutions. 
c). !.!'~~ .. _l!~t?_Pl_y of services 
In this com1ection the question, already discussed in 
Section!, para 1 {b) above, arises as to whether temporary 
work agenc~es authorised in a Member State may enga~ge and hire 
out workers in other Member States without satisfying any further 
conditions_ of authorisation, or whether they must also fulfil' 
the possibly more strinp;ent conditions of the Member State 
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in which they propose to operate. As bas already been said, 
both alternatives are unsatisfactory and it would be preferable 
to co-orcin8te the conditions governing the running of 
temporary work agencies in accordonce with Article 57, para 2 
and Article 66.., · , ("or the EZC Treaty. Na.turally, a compromise formula cC1mpatible 
,.,i th the legal systems of all Member.:.,States would then have to 
be found. This might be achieved by drawing up a Community 
legal instrument which specifies the minimum conditions of 
authorisation needed to prevent abuses. Providing it fulfils 
these conditions, any temporary work agency authorised tn a 
Memb£r State should be able ipso facto to extend to other 
Member States its activities of en~aging and 1liring out 
tempora.ry workers. The Member States might then be at liberty 
to impose by law other conditions of authorisation !or the 
establishment of temporary work agencies on their territory, 
re~srdless of the nationality of these agencies. 
In order to give the discussion a cert~in flexibility, 
the following three alternctive suggestions are m~de on this 
subject: 
1st solution 
It is decided thct temporary work &sencies duly 
au.tuorisecl in a. Ler:iber 6tste ::;re entitled to en,::::c:ce ani.... hire out 
workers in other Member Stetes reGardless of the conditions of 
&uttorisutior in force tlerein. 
2nci. solution 
.. 
cDC. '.rl . .s:1L1Z:_: f;o cn;_;;(·:~.c o,...· l1i:cc out vrnrkers in .::notllcr r-.ember 
~tctc r:mst obt;c.in fl'or: the cor::pt;tcnt c.uthoritios of this o"cher 
1'le:i1'utr Sta.te r cert if ice. to L:tct:i 1:: :; t:1ot it fulfils the 
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conditions of authorisation in force therein. If it &oes no~ 
. ' +- ' i 1 Ll • t • f t' ' ~ ' ., r b conG.l vlons, ~t1e Etn., 1orJ_ 1.es o nL;.; o ,:;iwr hem er 
Gtate Qey for~id the ccency concerned to en~age and hire out 
workers on its territory. 
3rG. solution 
~he MeDber St~tes are required to prescribe in their 
lc.ws the iollowinL mininum conCitions fer the professional 
su~rlj of te~por2r~ wcrkers: 
T}:c owner of t:w te;J:;;orc.,r;y i.:ork t\_::ency, wheth(;r e. ne.turcl C}:' 
leral entity, must fulfil t'.1s n~ces22ry conJitions for bein~ 
rc~nruen GS s trcder wit~in the meeninc laid down in the 
coi·,nerciL,l l2w of th0 herJbcr Stete in which he is established; 
iie must be able to prove his personal intecrity, ant in porticular 
not l,cve been previousl: punishec. fer crimes or offences; 
'l\rn te,c.porc· ::..\/ v101'1-: G<_enc;r must be orsanised in S\J.Ch o we::;· thnt it 
is 6ble to assume its let&l cblisations towards the temporLry 
T~er8 nust be no facts which sive reason to suppose that the 
If the tcmpore.ry work a[;ency satisfyins these minir.ml.1 
con~itions is vuthorised to operate in a Member State, it may 
enGece and hire out workers in other Member States without 
being oblised to fulfil any pos~i~ly more stringent conditions 
of authorisction in force therein. 
The fact that these minimum conditions have 'been 
fulfilled will generally be acknowledged by a licence issued 
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by the competent authorities of the country in which the temporary 
work agency is established. If no licence is provided for in the 
legislation o'f the country concerned, the competent authorities 
shall attest that the above-mentioned minimum conditions have been 
fulfilled by issuing a certificate to the temporary work agency. 
The Member States shall ensure that the licence can be with-
drawn and the agenc~.r' s activities banned if one of the above-men-
tioned minimum conditions is no longer being fulfilled. 
c).Free movement of work~ 
As was stated above in Section I, para 2, in order to ensure 
the free movement of workers, which temporary work agencies and the 
enterprises to which the temporary workers are b.:oi:;igm3d might hinder 
by practices resembling those of a. cartel, the condi tior.s of validity 
for tempora.ry work contracts and supply contracts must be co-ordinated. 
Bearing in mind the social motives underl;ving t:1e Belgian, German and 
French Bills, the following~inimu~ conditions of validity should be 
imposed, the national legislators being naturally free to add further 
conditions thereto: 
• < 
• r 
. . 
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a). Conditions of validity for tempor~ry work contract 
I 
The contract between the temporary work agency and 
the worker (temporary work contract) must be in writing. 
It should contain the followin[, particulars: 
Name end aCdress of the temporary work agency; 
Christian name and surname, address and date of birth of the 
worker; 
Date and reference number of the licence or certificate 
declDrinc the professional supply 04tmnporary worker::. to be 
permissible, and indication of the authority which issued the 
licence or certificate; 
N&me c:na. address of the social security institutions with which 
the t~mporary worker is insured; 
Type of cictivity assigned to the te:nporo.ry worker; 
Amount of remuneration for the work and method. pf payment;. 
Benefits due in the event of sickness, holidays, maternity and 
ot~1er justified interruptions of work during the assiEnment; 
Duration of the labour relationship and conditions of dismissal; 
Mention of the fact that the worker is not obliged to continue 
to work in the enterprise emplpying his services as lonG as·the 
normal work in this enterprise is interrupted by & strike or 
lock-out. 
Teurorary work contrects s~ould be concluded in such 
a way that the regulhtions in force under the lecislation of t~e 
Ne::iber State in question concerninc; the protection of the worker 
against dismissal are not circumvented. 
Tenporary work contracts whic~ fail to comply with 
one of these conditions should be nullified by law. Temporary 
work contracts which exclude the application of the compulsory 
regule.tions of the l&bou:c laws of the Memaer State in which they 
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were concluded should also be nullified by law. 
b).Conditions of validity for supply contracts 
In this respect, not only should the minimum content 
of the contract ba specified, such information being essential 
to the enterprise using the temporary worker's services, but 
also and more especially the idea contained in the Belgian and 
French Bills should be taken up and the number of assignments 
for which supply contracts may be concluded .should be limited. 
For only in this way is it possible to prevent the labour market 
from bein6 distorted by a. d.isproportion between the nurn.ber of 
ter:1por2.r3r workers an<l t:1e nuuber of permanent workers, and 
the soci2l structure b~inE thereby adversely affected. The 
followin~ detoile~ rulins is t~erefore proposed: 
The contrcct between the tewpor2ry work ncency cnG tb0 
cc~trnct) 6ust be in writins. 
Tl:c suppl~- of toc:porer;;: \•10:ckers is only permisi::ible 
f o;c t~~e f ollowin,, cBses of s~"")eciel need for manpower: 
Temport 1\i a.bs.ence of a :c-E:r,n::ment 1,-rnrker; 
Susrension of tbe Gmploy~ent contract with a perm£nent worker, 
unlesc t1~c suspencicn is due to tte economic situation of the 
Durin._, - t1,C;; intcrvcl :)ett:eEm tiw endinc of the le.bour reletionship 
ol. ri l-c:-;:::c.nent ·,wrker Emel t::.i1.., en, :uc;01Lent of .mother perI~1E nent 
Ho:c:·~;:c;r, u; to a r;ioxir;rnu :perioc .. of tLree months; 
I~ it is teopo~arilu necess~ry to increase the lcbour force, 
Fo:r t:~c int roc;_uctj_on cf nei;l ;,:2tuods oi' production or ,vork, up 
. . 
. ' 
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ThE legislation of Mecber States may empower the 
corn;,etent a.uthoritiec to extend the periods indicated E.\bove in 
justii'iecl indi v:i.6.1rnl crr;.ses. 
The supply contr6ct s~oul~ contain the followinc 
particulars: 
Nane and address of tte temporary work agency; 
lfor:ie ono. address of ti.rn enterprise to which the temporary worker 
is to oe ascisned; 
Nornes ond ad~resses of the temporary workers supplied; 
Date &nd reference numb~r of the licence or certificate 
decl.::::rinb the professione.l suprly of temporary workers to be 
permissible, anc in~icotion of the authority which issued the 
licence or certificrte; 
Na~e en~ address of the social security institutions with which 
t:.1-::: te:.1poror;y \·:orke:c is irn:mrecl; 
Len,:;ion of the fact ·tl:ie.t the enterprise to which the ternpol'L-r;/ 
wor~er is assi~ne~ is obliGed to inforn tbe tempo~~ry wo~k 
a(~.2Lc3 "(;i t:10ut delo;y of an~y strike or lock-out occurring in tlwt 
ent.Grprise. 
Suprly contr~cts which fail to comply with one of 
tjese conditions should be nullified by law. 
c). Gcttle~ent of c0nflicts of l8W 
As the Com~unity's legal instrument confines itself 
to fixinc the minimum contitions essential for enablinc the 
coomon l2bour ocrket to function properly, the Member States 
must be free to lay down additional conditions of validity for 
tG,..ipor[:ry work contracts BnC;. suppl;.7 contr~cts. The question 
may then arise as to whether to applJ the conditions of 
vaJ.iC.i·ty prescribed in the Member State in whicl:l the ter.:porury 
work o~·ency is establis~ed or those prescribed in the Meuber 
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State of the enterprise using the temporary worker's services. 
Under the traditional rules of private international law this 
valicity should be based on the law governing the contract 
(lex loci contractus). The free movement of workers could no 
longer be impaired if tae differing conditions of -validity 
which now seriously hamper the free movement of workers were 
to be strmdardised, so that only sl .;.gb.t differences would 
remain. The following provision might accordingly be adopted: 
The Member States are at liberty to impose by law 
additional conditions of validity for temporary work contracts 
and supply contracts. If the conditions of validity are not 
the same at the place of establishment of the temporary work 
a{f;ency as at the place of estahlishment of the enterprise using 
the temporary worker's services, it will.suffice, in order that 
the temporary work contracts and supply contracts may be 
regarded as valid, to comply with the legal regulations of the 
Member State in which the contract was concluded. 
D). Systeo of information 
As was already stated in Section I, para 3 abovei it 
is only possible to ensure that the legal and administrative 
reculations covcrnin5 temporary work are duly observed in 
international rel&tions if an adequate system of inform8tion 
anJ supervision is created. To this ena the ~ember States 
s\oul& ~e requested to a~opt the following meosures: 
~very t~ree months tbe sanior competent edministrative 
aut'.10rit;y of each 1lember StEte shall publish a list of t):ie 
te~po~ory work accnciea 2uthorised to 6~erate in its territory 
o.nC. ·i:;Loso xn:~xx:z: v11'.ose licence he s besn wi thdre.wn. It slrn.11 
... t 
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communicate this list to the senior competent administrative authorities 
of the other Member States, who shall publish it in their official ga-
zettes. 
Temporary work agencies which provide temporary workers for enter-
prises established in other Member States are ~equired to communicate to 
the competent authorities of these Member States, at their own expense, 
I 
the text of the supply contract and copies of the employment contracts 
concluded with the temporary workers thus provided • 
The enterprise to which the temporary worker is lent must submit 
a copy of the employment contract to the labor authority competent for 
him within 3 days after engagement of the temporary work~r. This labor 
authority affixes an employment visa to the employment contract and 
directs it to the labor authority competent for the temporary work 
agency for control purposes,,in particular with nspect to complying 
with the obligation to give notice in the area of social security. 
Details of this exchange of information could be reg11~ated by means 
of administrative regulabo11s in accordance with Art. 121 of the 
EF.C Treaty. 
The Member States shall e.rrange for their competent authorities 
to supervise the activities of temporary work agencies on their terri-
tory no ma,tter in what Member State the temporary work agency is established. 
They shall impose legal penalties in cases where: 
Temporary work agencies are operating illegally on their territory; 
Temporary work agencies fail to comply with their duty to supply 
information. 
2. ,!i~rmonJ.!'J3:..'t2.0n of thu~s.ent lee:a) and administrative refill:lations: 
In order to reach the best possible solution which also includes 
a co-ordinati.on of the measures of social protection of the tempora~r 
w0rker, e.nd taking into account the analyl'lis made in Section I, para 4 
al:ove, tr.e following rerulations are recommended in addition to the 
mea~ures already proposed: 
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E). Workinr; conditions of temporary workers 
a). "Crdre public" 
.Notwithstandinc the application ~f the legislation 
under which the teLlporary work contract was concluded, the 
enterprise using the te~porary worker's services is responsible 
fo ,_· complyinc with the following legal regulations in force in 
the actual pls.ce of employment:. 
Regulations on the maximum daily and weekly working hours and 
on the exceptions permitted; 
Regulations on the banning of work on Sundays and Bank llolidays; 
Regulations on the protection of children, adolescents and women 
including maternity protection; 
Regulations on the prevention of accidents and on industrial 
hygiene. 
I! the legislation of the Member State under which the 
temporary work contract was concluded contains no speci~l 
... 
provisions on the holidays to be granted to temporary workers, ~ 
the latter shall be entitled to a paid holiday in accordance with 
the general legal regulations of the Member State to whose law 
the temporary work contract !s subject. For calculating the 
qualifying periods which count towards the right to a paid 
holidDy·, the various periods of the job assignments, including 
the intervals between these assignments durinc which the w.::;;es 
Llust continue to be poid, ar0 all &dded together. 1i1his docs 
not oficct tny more favourejle le~sl re6ulations which tte 
In tcie event of" en eGsiL11rJent to f.Ten:ber StE tes otL.er 
thri.J t\t..t in wbicL tts temporc:1ry work contrnct wa::: cc:..cludec., 
• > 
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the remuneration paid must not be lower than the minimum wage 
prescribed by the law or collective agreements of the place of 
employment. 
b). gabi H ty of the ente.9.ri se using the temporary wo"".'ker' s 
services 
----
If the employment contract concluded between the temporary 
work agency and the temporary worker is invalid for any reason, 
but the t.e:n:ncrary worke:r he s nevP-rthelers bee~1 T.llf~ced at the 
disposal of an enterprise, then an employment co:1tract is con-
sidered to exist between the temporary worker and that enterprise 
for the agreed duration of the assignment. The working conditions 
remain those specified in the original emplo~l'Jllent contract, but 
the legal working conditions of the place of employment replace 
those provided for in the annulled clauses of the contract. 
The enterprise using the temporary worke~'s services is also 
liable to meet claims for compensation for infringements of the 
"ordre public" provisions mentioned in the foregoing Article. For 
the duration of the assigr,.ment it is responsible for paying the 
wages if' the temporary work a.gency is unable to do so. 

